
Jewish Communal Affairs

X-/VENTS IN ISRAEL FROM July 1996 through the end of 1997 pro-
foundly affected American Jewish life. Benjamin Netanyahu was elected prime
minister of Israel in May 1996, defeating incumbent Shimon Peres, who had
taken office after the assassination of Yitzhak Rabin. Netanyahu's subsequent for-
mation of a Likud-led right-of-center governing coalition, including the 23 Knes-
set members from the Orthodox parties, gave many American Jews grounds for
concern. Not only was the new government likely to slow down if not halt the
Rabin-Peres peace process, but it was also expected to press for legislation to reaf-
firm Orthodox hegemony over Israeli Judaism. Both the peace process and Jew-
ish religious pluralism would be major matters of interest to American Jews over
the next year and a half.

ISRAEL-RELATED MATTERS

Netanyahu and American Jews

Media interest was intense when the new prime minister of Israel arrived in the
United States in July 1996, and he did not disappoint. In the words of the front-
page story in the New York Times (July 11), Netanyahu "put his deep knowledge
of American politics and lingo to work today, moving with verve through the sta-
tions of official Washington and spreading his message of Israeli self-confidence
and skepticism about Arab intentions." Both in his talks with political figures and
in meetings with Jewish groups in New York, Netanyahu promised that he would
continue the peace process that the previous Labor government had begun, but
said that he would be a tougher negotiator than his predecessors and insist that
the Palestinians keep their commitments under the Oslo accords.

A poll of American Jewish opinion released by the Israel Policy Forum upon
Netanyahu's arrival indicated that the community was favorably disposed to the
new Israeli government: 81 percent of American Jews supported the Rabin-Peres
peace process; 95 percent believed that its continuation was important for the
United States; 59 percent said that they would have voted for Peres instead of Ne-
tanyahu, but 62 percent had a favorable view of the new prime minister; 64 per-
cent felt that he was sincerely interested in continuing the peace process; and 85
percent thought that the process would continue under his government, albeit at
a slowed pace. All in all, said Jonathan Jacoby, IPF executive vice-president, the
results showed that American Jews viewed Netanyahu as a moderate.

Even so, Netanyahu's victory, capped by the successful U.S. visit, buoyed those
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elements of American Jewry that had been suspicious of the peace process all
along. Morton Klein, president of the Zionist Organization of America (ZOA),
expressed pleasure that "Arafat's violations of the peace accords" would now be-
come "a central theme for achieving a real and durable peace." When Netanyahu
took questions at a meeting of the Conference of Presidents of Major American
Jewish Organizations, loud hissing greeted the executive director of Americans
for Peace Now when he asked about Palestinian national aspirations; this was fol-
lowed by sustained applause for the prime minister's reply that his concern was
"the national aspirations of the Jews."

The centrist Jewish organizations, which had generally supported the Rabin-
Peres peace policies, took a wait-and-see attitude. Thus David Harris, executive
director of the American Jewish Committee, suggested that Netanyahu's "youth-
ful vigor and communication skills" had made a positive impression on Ameri-
can Jews. But it remained to be seen, he said, whether the prime minister could
count on the passionate support of grassroots American Jewry in times of crisis.
Netanyahu, declared Harris, "remains a work in progress."

The first real test of American Jewish sentiment came in September, when the
Israeli government opened a new entrance to an archaeological tunnel in East
Jerusalem. Amid Muslim assertions that this act constituted desecration of their
holy places directly above the tunnel, Palestinian rock-throwers took to the streets.
When Israeli troops sought to quell the rioters, they were fired upon by Pales-
tinian Authority police, who killed 14 Israelis. Although the Israeli casualties
guaranteed an American Jewish consensus in denunciation of Palestinian vio-
lence, there were clear differences of opinion about the underlying issues. Ac-
cording to the mainstream groups, whatever questions might be raised about the
wisdom of opening the tunnel, Palestinian resort to violence was grossly dispro-
portionate to the alleged offense. Distinctively dovish groups, on the other hand,
saw the tunnel opening as a needless provocation and placed the burden for re-
ducing tensions on the Netanyahu government. Those organizations that had all
along distrusted Palestinian intentions interpreted the firing upon Israelis as
proof that the Oslo accords, if allowed to go forward, would lead to disaster for
Israel. Indeed, members of the Zionist Organization of America, the most out-
spoken of the hawkish organizations, did not hesitate to criticize Israel's Likud
government for insufficient zeal in Israel's cause. In October, Eliahu Ben-Elissar,
Netanyahu's ambassador to Washington, was booed and heckled at a ZOA fund-
raiser in New York for saying that, since his government was committed to the
territorial concessions contained in the Oslo accords, "not everything can be
saved."

In October, ZOA president Morton Klein attacked the Anti-Defamation
League for inviting New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman to address its
annual dinner-dance in Los Angeles, scheduled for December. Accusing Fried-
man of repeatedly defaming Israel in his columns, Klein listed 13 statements and
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actions by Friedman that he considered anti-Israel. Getting no satisfaction from
the ADL, Klein sent out an "action alert" calling for a mass protest of Friedman's
appearance at the event. ADL national director Abraham Foxman, inundated by
what seemed to be an organized campaign of phone calls, faxes, and e-mail mes-
sages urging him to disinvite the Times columnist, retorted that Friedman's com-
ments on Israel had always been stated within a context of support for the Jew-
ish state. "We don't need this kind of thought police," said Foxman of Klein, and
urged his expulsion from the organized Jewish world since "he has lowered the
discourse to a new level of personal intolerance."

Klein then charged that Foxman had violated a 1995 agreement to maintain
civility of debate in Jewish organizational life and urged the Conference of Pres-
idents to reprimand the ADL leader. The Israeli government entered the fray
when David Bar-Illan, Prime Minister Netanyahu's communications director,
seconded Klein and asserted that Friedman should not be given a platform by
"any organization that purports to be Zionist." Cooler heads eventually pre-
vailed: Friedman addressed the ADL dinner-dance; a committee of the Confer-
ence of Presidents expressed regret that the ADL-ZOA contretemps had hurt the
Jewish community; Foxman acknowledged that "some of my statements were in-
appropriate, and I apologize for them"; and Bar-Illan explained that his criticism
of Friedman was his own personal view, not that of his government.

The decision of the Israeli cabinet in mid-December to build more homes in
West Bank settlements at the same time that negotiations were going on for an
Israeli withdrawal from Hebron caused new strains in the relationship with the
United States. President Clinton—just reelected overwhelmingly to a second
term and therefore no longer dependent on the Jewish electorate—publicly crit-
icized the move at a December 16 news conference. On the same day, newspapers
published the text of a letter to Prime Minister Netanyahu from eight former se-
nior U.S. diplomats—including three former secretaries of state—urging him not
to expand the settlements. American Jewish leaders, eager to head off any crisis
in U.S.-Israeli relations, got only the vaguest of signals from Jerusalem, as Israeli
ambassador Ben-Elissar sought to minimize the importance of the decision to
build in the settlements and assured American Jewry that relations between the
two countries remained strong. With Israel's long-term strategy unclear, and
President Clinton enjoying considerable credibility in the Jewish community for
supporting Israel during his first term, mainstream American Jewish organiza-
tions reacted cautiously. The Conference of Presidents, the American Israel Pub-
lic Affairs Committee (AIPAC), the American Jewish Committee, and the Anti-
Defamation League all refrained from issuing statements, though their top
officials told reporters of their concern that Clinton had, for the first time, gone
public with criticism of Israeli policy. In contrast, Americans for Peace Now and
Project Nishma, Jewish groups that were critical of the Netanyahu government's
slowdown of the peace process, praised Clinton's remarks.
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Further tough challenges to Israeli policy and its American Jewish defenders
were to come. On December 21, the New York Times ran a full-page ad sponsored
by Churches for Middle East Peace that called on Israel to give up its claim to all
of Jerusalem. Among the groups signing on to the ad were many of the largest
and most influential mainline Protestant churches, member organizations of the
National Council of Churches, with whom Jewish groups often cooperated in sup-
port of liberal domestic causes. Conspicuously absent from the ad's sponsor list
were the National Conference of Catholic Bishops and the evangelical Protestant
denominations. The ad—which included a coupon for readers to send to the Sen-
ate Foreign Relations Committee, urging adoption of "the concept of a shared
Jerusalem"—was intended to kick off a broader campaign to influence public
opinion and U.S. government policy. The ad was reprinted in Roll Call, the Capi-
tol Hill newspaper, on January 20, 1997, Inauguration Day, and 25,000 copies
were given out to government officials.

Organized American Jewry reacted vigorously, with public denunciation of
the ad and letters of protest to its signatories. A meeting between a delegation
from the Conference of Presidents and the National Council of Churches aimed
at finding some common ground on the issue did not succeed. Rev. Joan Brown
Campbell, NCC general secretary, refused to retract the group's support for a
shared Jerusalem.

American Jewry greeted announcement of the Hebron redeployment agreement
in mid-January with satisfaction, not only as a substantive step on the road to
Middle East peace, but also as the first indication that Netanyahu's self-
proclaimed strategy of slowing down the peace process did not mean bringing it
to a halt. Martin Raffel, associate vice-chairman of the National Jewish Com-
munity Relations Advisory Council (NJCRAC) said, "What happened will serve
to alleviate concern by some that this Israeli government's approach to the peace
process would lead to deadlock." An opinion survey conducted by the Israel Pol-
icy Forum found 64 percent of American Jews in favor of the Hebron agreement,
with over 80 percent approving the role that the Clinton administration played
in securing it.

On December 19, 1996, as the Hebron accord was being negotiated, the tele-
vision show "60 Minutes" ran an expose about Dr. Irving Moskowitz, a wealthy
American Jew who gave large amounts of money to Jerusalem institutions. Os-
tensibly charitable donations and therefore tax-exempt, much of the money was
actually used to buy up Arab property in East Jerusalem, furthering the ideo-
logical aim of bringing Jerusalem's Muslim Quarter into Jewish hands. Dovish
American Jews joined with Arab American groups in calling for a probe of
Moskowitz's activities, and there was some concern in the mainstream Jewish
community that such questionable use of philanthropic funds could bring closer
government scrutiny of legitimate donations to Israeli causes. But despite a wave
of media attention to the Moskowitz story, he continued to finance his projects
unhindered.
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Har Homah
At the beginning of March 1997, the Israeli government announced plans to

build a new Jewish neighborhood in Har Homah in southeastern Jerusalem.
Palestinians charged that this was their land. Israel countered that two-thirds of
the area had actually been expropriated from Jewish owners, and also that, since
the area was part of the municipality of Jerusalem, not the West Bank, Israel was
legally entitled to build there. Though not explicitly condemning the plan, Pres-
ident Clinton said he would prefer that the decision had not been made. The Con-
ference of Presidents announced that its 53 member organizations unanimously
backed Israel's right to build in Jerusalem, but did not mention any specific build-
ing project by name. Indeed, the wisdom of building on Har Homah was pub-
licly questioned by the more dovish members of the conference. Conference ex-
ecutive vice-chairman Malcolm Hoenlein denounced UN debate on the Israeli
decision to build, calling it "a platform for one-sided criticism of Israel." While
American Jews expressed gratitude to the administration for exercising its veto
in the Security Council to stop a resolution denouncing the construction plan as
illegal, President Clinton's original statement questioning Israel's move raised
fears in the Jewish community about American Middle East policy.

Even more alarming was the administration's decision to send an American rep-
resentative to a meeting of foreign diplomats in Gaza in mid-March that was con-
vened by Yasir Arafat and to which Israel was not invited. AIPAC, which was able
to get more than 100 members of Congress to publicly criticize this move, sent a
letter to the president cautioning that "the willingness of the people of Israel to
take risks for peace is based on their confidence in the support and friendship of
the United States," a confidence diminished by U.S. participation in the Gaza
meeting. Once again, as had happened in the wake of the Jerusalem tunnel open-
ing, only Americans for Peace Now and Project Nishma voiced unequivocal sup-
port for the president's stand.

With Har Homah as their grievance, Palestinians again took to the streets in
violent demonstrations against Israel, and on March 21 a suicide bomber killed
three women and wounded more than 40 people in Tel Aviv. American Jewish or-
ganizations, following the lead of the Israeli government, charged that Arafat had
violated the peace accords by giving a green light to violence. On March 26, with
violent demonstrations still going on in the West Bank, and the Arab League urg-
ing its members to resume the economic boycott of Israel, a Conference of Pres-
idents delegation had a very difficult meeting with Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright in Washington. The Jewish leaders blamed American policy for the set-
back to peace: by criticizing the Har Homah project while not insisting that
Arafat clamp down on violence, Washington, they argued, had virtually encour-
aged the Palestinian side to use force.

Two days later, on March 28, the American Jewish Committee ran a full-page
ad in the New York Times asking: "Chairman Arafat, Which Will It Be? Peace or
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Jihad?" It quoted a Hamas leader, released from a Palestinian jail ten days be-
fore, telling a cheering crowd in Gaza on the very day of the bombing that
Jerusalem would only be liberated through holy war.

Prime Minister Netanyahu arrived in Washington on April 7 and met with the
president and the secretary of state. While both agreed with Netanyahu that ne-
gotiations could only resume with the renunciation of terrorism, the Americans
did not budge on the inadvisability of building at Har Homah. Using the lan-
guage of formal diplomacy, Clinton told reporters afterwards: "We had a very
specific, frank, candid, and long talk." White House spokesman Michael Mc-
Curry put it a bit differently: The president, he reported, "gave the prime minis-
ter some serious things to think about." Netanyahu did better later that day with
some of his other American audiences. The 2,000 people at AIPAC's policy con-
ference cheered him enthusiastically, as did the 3,000 evangelical Christians who
heard him address the annual conference of Voices United for Israel.

In May the Israeli government moved to improve its relations with U.S. offi-
cials and with the American Jewish community by appointing two American-born
Israelis to major diplomatic posts. Dore Gold, till then Netanyahu's political ad-
visor, was named ambassador to the UN, while Leonard Davis, who had headed
AIPAC's Israel office, would become deputy chief of mission at the Israeli em-
bassy in Washington.

Coping with Pressure

There was another suicide bombing at the end of July at a busy Jerusalem mar-
ket, which killed 15. Convinced that the peace process would peter out without
a significant push from the United States, Secretary of State Albright announced
a new American initiative. In an address to the National Press Club on August
6, Albright challenged both Israelis and Palestinians to speed up the process by
"marrying" discussions of interim agreements with talks on final-status issues.
Her speech contained repeated calls to the Palestinian Authority to do more to
contain violence: "There can be no winks, no double standards, no double mean-
ings, and, with respect to the imprisonment of terrorists, no revolving doors." And
Albright rejected any moral equivalency between building projects and killings.
Not surprisingly, many American Jewish leaders expressed pleasure with the
speech when they first heard it. Nevertheless, a careful reading of the text
(reprinted in full on two pages of the August 8 New York Times, the space paid
for by the Center for Middle East Peace and Economic Cooperation) made it clear
that Albright was not backing down on previous American opposition to "uni-
lateral acts" by either side that affected the peace process—i.e., Har Homah—
and that Washington expected Israel to fulfill its obligations under the peace ac-
cords to carry out further withdrawals from the West Bank.

This delighted the Israel Policy Forum (recently merged with Project Nishma),
which sponsored a "Thank You, Secretary of State Albright" ad in the New York
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Times (August 10, 1997). But American Jewish groups in the center and on the
right wondered what would happen if the Palestinians restrained further violent
acts long enough to convince the Americans that Arafat was keeping his side of
the peace bargain. Would the immense force of the U.S. government and Amer-
ican public opinion be directed against Israel for its "unilateral acts" and reluc-
tance to hand over more territory to the Palestinian Authority?

On September 4, just a few days before Secretary Albright's first visit to the
Middle East, there was another suicide bombing in Jerusalem; it killed five Is-
raelis and wounded some 200 others. During her stay in Israel, September 10 and
11, Albright extracted a pledge from Arafat to crack down on terrorism, but she
also stated publicly that Israeli policies had caused "suffering" to the Palestini-
ans. Her call to Prime Minister Netanyahu for a moratorium on settlement ex-
pansion fell on deaf ears. The Israel Policy Forum sponsored a survey of Amer-
ican Jewish opinion immediately after the Albright mission (conducted by Penn
and Schoen, President Clinton's pollsters) that found overwhelming support for
U.S. policy: by a 9-1 margin, American Jews wanted the administration to take
an "even-handed" approach to the Israel-Palestinian dispute; 84 percent felt that
both Arafat and Netanyahu should be subject to American "pressure"; and 79
percent backed Albright's request for a moratorium on Israeli settlements in the
territories.

The apparent growth of dissatisfaction with the Netanyahu government in
American Jewish circles did not go unnoticed in the White House. On October
6, President Clinton, Vice-President Gore, and Secretary of State Albright held
a "working dinner" with a small group of American Jews that lasted for three
hours. Unlike such meetings in previous administrations, the guest list was not
arranged by the Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organiza-
tions; rather, the names were individually selected by the White House. Leaders
of the mainstream Jewish organizations were there, but no noted "hawks." Con-
spicuous by their presence were three dovish activists: Jack Bendheim of the Is-
rael Policy Forum, S. Daniel Abraham of the Center for Middle East Peace and
Economic Cooperation (neither organization belonged to the Conference of Pres-
idents), and Sara Ehrman, a close personal friend of the Clintons who was on
the board of Americans for Peace Now. Also at the dinner was the visiting pres-
ident of Israel, Ezer Weizman. While few of the participants were willing to say
much about the discussion afterward, the clear impression conveyed to the ad-
ministration was that the American Jewish community supported an active Amer-
ican role in bringing peace to the Middle East. Furthermore, at least Clinton and
Albright came away from the session convinced that Jews were not unanimously
enamored of Israel's current government, held diverse views about the specific
matters in dispute between Israel and the Palestinians, and would not necessar-
ily react with outrage if Washington gently pressured Israel to make concessions
for the sake of peace.

The White House dinner, coming on the heels of the IPF survey, encouraged
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those elements in American Jewish life that considered the Israeli government in-
sufficiently flexible on peace. In a widely noted New York Times column (Octo-
ber 9, 1997), Thomas Friedman declared: "The White House knows there's a new
mood out there among American Jews," many of whom felt, he wrote, that Is-
rael's leaders had "more in common with Larry, Moe and Curly than with David
Ben-Gurion, Menachem Begin and Yitzhak Rabin." He urged Jews to channel
their philanthropic dollars only to those Israeli institutions that were pluralistic
and supported the Oslo process, and he proceeded to list them.

American Jewish advocates for Netanyahu's policies, eager to demonstrate that
there was actually little public backing for U.S. pressure on Israel, countered with
two opinion surveys—one of American Jews, the other of the broader American
population—sponsored by the Middle East Quarterly (MEQ) and carried out by
Arthur J. Finkelstein and Associates, which had previously done media work for
Netanyahu. According to the MEQ data, a large majority of both Jews and other
Americans felt that Israel should not continue peace negotiations until terrorism
was halted, that Jerusalem should remain under undivided Israeli control, and
that the establishment of a Palestinian state was unlikely to bring an end to ter-
rorism.

The U.S. administration, however, proceeded on the assumption that neither
the Jewish community nor other Americans would be averse to pressure on Is-
rael so long as there were no outright threats. When Netanyahu visited the United
States in late November, President Clinton could not find the time to meet with
him, though he did have time to confer well-publicized honors on Leah Rabin,
widow of Yitzhak Rabin, the prime minister who had pioneered the peace process,
and on Shimon Peres, his successor. American Jewish leaders downplayed the
snub, even after Netanyahu told CNN that he considered Clinton's "unbecom-
ing" conduct insulting to the State of Israel.

Notified that the administration might go public about its differences with Is-
rael over the peace process unless the Israeli government showed some willing-
ness to meet its withdrawal obligations under Oslo, the Conference of Presidents
agonized over the wording of a letter to Clinton. A consensus within the confer-
ence did not view the administration's actions as undue pressure on Israel. The
letter sent to the president called for strong U.S.-Israeli relations, cited the need
to get both Israelis and Palestinians to move toward peace, and did not criticize
the administration. Diverging from this consensus, the ZOA attacked Clinton's
initiative, as did, somewhat surprisingly, the usually left-leaning AJCongress,
which called it "bad tactics and bad strategy." But the dovish elements in the Jew-
ish community saw the moderately worded letter to Clinton as a major victory.
Mark Rosenblum, political director of Americans for Peace Now, commented,
"Netanyahu very much wants the American Jewish community to pull his chest-
nuts out of the fire, and that ain't happening."

As Washington stepped up its diplomatic offensive to pry territorial conces-
sions out of Netanyahu, administration officials kept in touch with American
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Jewish leaders to make sure that the Jewish community did not misconstrue
American intentions. On December 10, Martin Indyk, assistant secretary of state
for Near Eastern Affairs, and Dennis Ross, special Middle East coordinator, par-
ticipated in a conference call with Jewish leaders, assuring them that the admin-
istration was working with Israel, not against it, and that the issue of Palestin-
ian terrorism was not being subordinated to the question of Israeli redeployment.
Building on the precedent set by the White House "working dinner" in October,
the Jews chosen to be on the conference call were all supporters of the Oslo peace
process.

In a conference call of his own the next week with the Conference of Presidents,
Netanyahu sought to assure the American Jewish community that he was sincerely
striving to move the peace process forward, in cooperation with the United States.
Meanwhile, his ambassador in Washington, Eliahu Ben-Elissar, went over the
heads of the official Jewish leadership and sent a letter to 2,500 American rab-
bis cautioning that American Jewish criticisms of Israel and diplomatic pressure
by the U.S. government had the effect of raising Palestinian expectations and
thereby undermining chances for peace.

Pluralism in Israel

If the election of Netanyahu in May 1996 heightened American Jewish con-
cerns about the fate of the peace process, it positively alarmed the non-Orthodox
community in the United States about the threat to prospects for religious plu-
ralism in the Jewish state. A 1995 decision of the Israel Supreme Court had
opened the way for the recognition of non-Orthodox conversions in Israel (those
performed outside the country were already recognized) but left it up to the
Knesset to pass a law to that effect. The new government, however, beholden to
the religious factions, would surely try to sidestep the decision by passing con-
trary legislation, enacting into law the old informal status quo that withheld
recognition from non-Orthodox conversions performed within the state.

Such an outcome might well alienate Reform and Conservative Jews—who far
outnumbered the Orthodox in America—from Israel. The very prospect of such
a scenario reverberated in the world of Jewish philanthropy even before the Is-
raeli election, since some 80 percent of donors to federations and UJA called
themselves Reform or Conservative. Reacting to speculation about a non-
Orthodox backlash if Netanyahu won, the United Jewish Appeal sought to pre-
empt dissension by issuing a letter right after the election. Signed by leading rab-
bis of all the denominations, it endorsed the UJA campaign as a nonpolitical
cause that helped Jews in need, one which should not be held hostage to the re-
ligious pluralism debate. But several influential rabbis, including Simeon Maslin,
president of the Central Conference of American Rabbis (Reform), Sheldon
Zimmerman, president of Hebrew Union College (Reform), and Jerome Epstein,
executive director of the United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism, refused to
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sign. While most of the recalcitrant rabbis said that they continued to endorse
the UJA campaign, they hesitated to commit themselves in writing until they saw
how Netanyahu intended to proceed. The implied financial threat was calculated
to induce the massive American Jewish fund-raising apparatus to throw its weight
behind religious pluralism. As Rabbi Eric YofFie, president of the Union of Amer-
ican Hebrew Congregations, put it, "We want the federations to take a more as-
sertive stance."

Prime Minister Netanyahu's first visit to the United States in July 1996 did
nothing to clarify his intentions on the religious pluralism front. After a day spent
meeting with administration officials in Washington, Netanyahu arrived in New
York City on July 11 for three days of talks with Jewish groups and business lead-
ers. New York Jews, especially the non-Orthodox, were primarily interested in
what he would say about religious pluralism. Chancellor Ismar Schorsch of the
Jewish Theological Seminary told a New York Times reporter (July 11, 1996):
"The issue that concerns American Jewry is the status of Reform and Conserv-
ative Jews. They constitute overwhelmingly the majority of American Jews." But
all Netanyahu would say publicly was: "We said we'd preserve the status quo. We
stand our ground. We'll keep the status quo." He did not say whether his defini-
tion of status quo included the recent liberalizing Supreme Court decision.

In September, at least a dozen Reform rabbis around the country suggested in
their High Holy Day sermons that congregants give to Reform institutions in Is-
rael rather than to UJA, on the grounds that UJA funded Orthodox institutions
in Israel that denied the legitimacy of Reform, while giving only pennies to Re-
form causes. Other Reform rabbis, unwilling to boycott the UJA completely,
urged members to reduce their UJA pledges by some percentage, and donate the
difference to Reform institutions. UJA's defense—that the disparity of allocations
between Orthodox and non-Orthodox recipients was based, not on bias, but on
the far greater number of Orthodox institutions in Israel—fell on deaf ears.

CONVERSION BILL PROPOSED

By mid-November 1996, when American Jewish leaders gathered in Seattle for
the annual General Assembly (GA) of the Council of Jewish Federations (CJF),
the Orthodox Shas Party in Netanyahu's coalition had already drawn up, but not
yet submitted to the Knesset, a bill stating that no conversion to Judaism per-
formed in Israel would be recognized without the approval of the chief rabbinate.
It would also bar such conversions outside Israel for residents of Israel, thus pre-
venting Israelis from evading the requirement for Orthodox conversion by quick
trips outside the country. While such legislation would offend the non-Orthodox
by effectively circumventing the Supreme Court, Prime Minister Netanyahu sent
a message to CJF leaders prior to the GA pledging to "oppose any legislation
which will change the status quo regarding conversions outside Israel." Since these
would remain valid for non-Israelis no matter who performed them, the pending
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bill could be construed as making no change that would affect American Jewry.
Despite Netanyahu's assurance, and against the wishes of Orthodox groups that

urged the federation world not to get involved in what they considered a domes-
tic Israeli issue, the GA passed a resolution calling on Israel not to "change the
current situation regarding recognition of conversions" either in Israel or else-
where. By "current situation" most of the delegates had in mind the recognition
of non-Orthodox conversions in Israel, as propounded by the Supreme Court.
Netanyahu, who canceled a scheduled visit to Seattle to address the GA, spoke
by satellite and reiterated his rather different understanding of the "status quo":
only Orthodox conversions in Israel, recognition of all conversions done abroad.

Conservative and Reform rabbis argued that, even if all the proposed legisla-
tion did was enshrine in law the previous unwritten practice of an Orthodox mo-
nopoly inside Israel, a message was being sent that the non-Orthodox, wherever
they lived, were second-class Jews. In the wake of the GA, American anger at the
prospect of the conversion bill mounted. Rabbi Gordon Tucker, an influential fig-
ure in the Conservative movement, expressed the feelings of many when he wrote
that "this means that the Jewish state will have declared the Judaism my congre-
gants and I practice to be inauthentic as a matter of law." As for the argument
that the Israeli political system would only begin to take the non-Orthodox seri-
ously when there were enough Conservative and Reform Jews in the country to
constitute a potent voting bloc, Tucker replied that religious pluralism was a mat-
ter of "civil rights and freedom of belief and conscience," not politics, and there-
fore the size of the disenfranchised group was irrelevant (Jerusalem Report, Jan-
uary 23,1997).

A delegation of 50 Reform rabbis flew to Jerusalem at the end of January 1997
to warn the prime minister and other Israeli leaders of the dire consequences of
what they considered the delegitimization of the bulk of world Jewry. Netanyahu
listened politely and explained that the realities of coalition politics dictated pas-
sage of the conversion bill. Rabbi Ammiel Hirsch, executive director of the As-
sociation of Reform Zionists of America, told reporters that the legislation might
lead non-Orthodox Diaspora Jews, acting on their own and without any formal
denominational policy, to "disengage" from Israel, a step that would shrink phil-
anthropy to the Jewish state and possibly weaken its political strength in the
United States as well.

Reform and Conservative leaders met with Netanyahu again in February when
he visited New York, with the same result. He told them that he was bound by
preelection commitments to support the conversion bill. And if any proof were
needed that the prime minister was beholden to the Orthodox, he refused per-
mission to photograph the meeting, lest he be shown in the Israeli media in the
company of non-Orthodox rabbis. In contrast, another meeting held the same day
with Orthodox leaders was photographed.

The NJCRAC plenum in February addressed the issue of religious pluralism
in a session cautiously titled "Challenges to the American Jewish-Israel Rela-
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tionship." Julius Berman, past chairman of the Conference of Presidents, repre-
senting the Orthodox view, objected to umbrella organizations such as CJF and
NJCRAC involving themselves in religious issues that pertained to Israel. Israelis,
he noted, showed minimal interest in non-Orthodox Judaism and should not have
it foisted upon them by American Jewry. Shoshana Cardin, also a past chair-
woman of the conference and current chairwoman of the United Israel Appeal,
spoke of her personal resentment at the delegitimization of the non-Orthodox in
Israel, but argued that nothing could realistically be done about it, and that any
punitive cutoff of funds would only injure innocent needy Jews.

In late February, at the same time that the Israeli media were uncovering bribe-
taking by two rabbis for facilitating Orthodox conversions—casting serious doubt
on Orthodox claims that non-Orthodox conversions were uniquely bogus—an-
other delegation of prominent American Jews arrived in Israel. These were mem-
bers of the board of governors of the Jewish Agency; they met in Jerusalem with
influential political leaders, most notably the ministerial committee on Diaspora
affairs, chaired by Natan Sharansky, minister of trade and industry. One mem-
ber of Sharansky's committee, a Shas minister, walked out when he realized that
a Reform rabbi was in the room. Meanwhile, a dozen Reform and Conservative
activists held a vigil outside. The official upshot of the session, in the words of
Sharansky's office, echoed Netanyahu: The minister wanted to prevent the ero-
sion of Reform and Conservative rights, but also recognized the Israeli political
reality. Commented Dr. Conrad Giles, CJF president: "The Israeli politicians
don't have a clue going in as to the impact of their actions on the Diaspora."

Meanwhile, the Jewish Agency board, at its regularly scheduled meeting at the
Dead Sea, set up its own "committee on the unity of the Jewish people." Ortho-
dox representatives, who favored the pending conversion law, insisted that sup-
port for "unity" not be interpreted as acceptance of pluralism. But Rabbi Eric
Yoffie reiterated the warning that passage of the conversion bill would adversely
affect fund-raising for Israel in the United States, and urged local federations to
follow the CJF lead and pass resolutions opposing the legislation.

Perhaps chastened by the critical response that greeted Reform coolness to the
UJA campaign the previous fall, Yoffie was careful not to give the impression that
his movement was actually calling for a cutoff of philanthropy. Yoffie, along with
other non-Orthodox American rabbis, signed a public letter—surely urged upon
them by the fund-raising establishment—stating: "It is important to every Con-
servative and Reform Jew to support klal Yisrael by making a meaningful gift to
the 1997 federation/UJA campaign."

At the beginning of March, JTS chancellor Ismar Schorsch suggested a far-
reaching plan to foster greater religious pluralism in Israel: some $100-$ 150 mil-
lion would be taken "off the top" of the UJA campaign to fund Conservative and
Reform institutions in Israel. In Schorsch's eyes, this would help compensate for
the sums already allocated to the Orthodox. While unwilling to endorse the spe-
cific sum that Schorsch proposed, Reform's Yoffie backed the concept, calling it
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"affirmative action." But the professional head of Conservative Judaism's con-
gregational wing, United Synagogue executive director Rabbi Jerome Epstein, dis-
sented from such a strategy, and Richard Wexler, UJA national chairman and a
Conservative layman, called Schorsch's idea "reprehensible" since it would take
money away from "the needs of our people" just to "build up the coffers of the
movements." Schorsch insisted that it was precisely those aided by UJA's hu-
manitarian activities—the Russian immigrants to Israel, for example, many of
whom were denied Orthodox recognition as Jews—who would benefit most from
a heightened non-Orthodox religious presence in Israel.

On March 22, with the Israeli cabinet about to finalize the conversion bill, the
Los Angeles Times reported that the Union of Orthodox Rabbis of the United
States and Canada was planning to declare Reform and Conservative forms of
Judaism as "not Judaism." A relatively obscure organization reporting a mem-
bership of over 500, the union had been founded in 1902 to represent the Or-
thodox rabbinate, which, at that time, was predominantly European-born and
Yiddish-speaking. Since its inception, however, the group had been gradually mar-
ginalized within Orthodoxy by the emergence of Americanized Orthodox rabbis.
Spokesmen for the group explained that their statement was timed to buttress the
supporters of the conversion bill in Israel. On March 31, leaders of the organi-
zation held a heavily attended press conference at the New York Hilton where they
stressed that they were not reading any Jew out of Judaism, but simply pointing
out the inauthenticity of the forms of Judaism practiced by the non-Orthodox.
The New York Times headline was "Jewish Group Casts Out 2 Main Branches"
(April 1, 1997).

The non-Orthodox movements reacted with predictable disdain. Other Or-
thodox organizations—the moderate Rabbinical Council of America and Union
of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America (UOJCA), and even the pro-
haredi Agudath Israel—criticized the union's action for eroding Jewish people-
hood and making solutions to religiously divisive issues even more difficult. Sig-
nificantly, however, not even the moderate Orthodox bodies affirmed the Jewish
authenticity of the non-Orthodox movements that the union statement had de-
nied. Perhaps the oddest reaction to the affair was the full-page ad in the New
York Times (April 15, 1997) suggesting that the "80 to 90 percent of American
Jews" newly delegitimated might want to find out more about Jews for Jesus.

CONVERSION BILL PASSES FIRST READING

The Israeli cabinet approved the conversion bill, angering the non-Orthodox
movements even more. Criticized by Reform and Conservative leaders for not
doing enough to head off the legislation, the American fund-raising bodies could
only express anguish. The Council of Jewish Federations issued a statement de-
claring "that any legislative amendment that has the potential to form a wedge
between Israel and Diaspora Jewry is unacceptable." UJA chairman Wexler said
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that the Israeli situation was "frustrating for the national system and the cam-
paign." On April 1 the bill passed the first of the required three readings in the
Knesset. A few hours later, Prime Minister Netanyahu told reporters that some
Reform and Conservative leaders were deliberately misleading their movements
about the bill, making it seem to delegitimize their Judaism when all it did was
formalize the old status quo. Talk of cutting off philanthropy, Netanyahu
charged, came from "uninformed circles, or, worse, from informed circles who
know the truth and still threaten."

The Reform and Conservative movements responded with a joint statement
urging their synagogues to withhold speaking invitations from any Knesset mem-
ber who voted for the bill's final passage. And while expressing continued sup-
port for federation and UJA campaigns, the statement called for pressure on the
fund-raising bodies to allocate more money to Reform and Conservative insti-
tutions in Israel. JTS chancellor Schorsch went further. He issued a letter calling
for "dismantling" the Israeli chief rabbinate, since it had "not a scintilla of moral
worth," and charging that the Union of Orthodox Rabbis' statement represented
a mood of intolerance reminiscent of the rhetoric that led up to the Rabin as-
sassination. Schorsch also suggested boycotting any Jewish philanthropy that
backed the Orthodox monopoly in Israel, a step that would, in effect, eliminate
the funding of virtually all Orthodox institutions. The Reconstructionist move-
ment agreed unequivocally, asserting that Jews should "restrict their Israel-
oriented gifts to organizations actively committed to religious pluralism."

Despite the tough rhetoric on all sides, rumors swirled about a possible deal:
The government would shelve the conversion bill, and the Reform and Conserv-
ative movements in Israel would freeze the lawsuits they had earlier initiated
against the religious establishment in the hope of inducing the Supreme Court
to strike down, in explicit terms, Orthodoxy's monopoly on legal recognition.

American Jews first heard about the plan when Netanyahu visited the United
States in early April. Although the prime minister minimized the significance of
the conversion law in a nationally televised press conference, and angered Reform
Jews by canceling a scheduled meeting with their Religious Action Center-
Rabbi Eric Yoffie called it "a deliberate affront"—Netanyahu held a closed-door
meeting on the evening of April 7 with leaders of the Reform and Conservative
movements, UJA, and CJF. Netanyahu acknowledged the need to find "creative
solutions," and deputized MK Alexander Lubotsky and Bobby Brown, adviser
on Diaspora affairs, to remain in the United States for a few days to continue talks
with Jewish leaders on resolving the crisis. What ensued was a strange game of
"chicken," with Netanyahu's representatives urging the non-Orthodox move-
ments to drop their Supreme Court litigation as the first step to a settlement, and
the Conservative and Reform leaders insisting that the conversion bill be dropped
first. Brown described the sensitivity of the situation: "Anything done on either
side to heat up the issue makes it harder to come to mutually acceptable conclu-
sions."
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Negotiations dragged on in New York and Jerusalem. By the end of May,
there was still no progress, and the Orthodox parties were calling for a second
reading of the conversion bill. On May 30, the American Jewish Committee ran
a full-page ad in the mass circulation Yediot Aharonot newspaper urging rejec-
tion of the legislation, since it would "question the legitimacy of the religious life
of the overwhelming majority of American Jews." On the holiday of Shavuot—
June 11 —ultra-Orthodox attacks on Conservative men and women praying to-
gether at the Western Wall—many of whom were Americans—further exacer-
bated tensions. The victims claimed that they had been pelted with human
excrement.

NE'EMAN COMMISSION FORMED

The next week, after three days of marathon meetings in Jerusalem between
non-Orthodox leaders and government officials, an agreement was reached along
the lines that had been bruited about for a month and a half: a simultaneous mora-
torium on the conversion bill and on the Reform and Conservative court chal-
lenges. This would buy time for an interdenominational committee of Israelis,
chaired by Finance Minister Ya'akov Ne'eman, to devise long-term solutions to
the problem. August 15 was set as the date for the committee to complete its work.
While many were skeptical about the committee's prospects, Bobby Brown sug-
gested that its very creation was "one of the greatest victories" because "people
will be talking to each other."

The committee began its deliberations on June 30. The Jewish Agency Assem-
bly was meeting in Jerusalem at the same time, and Netanyahu used the occasion
to explain to the Americans in attendance that religion-state issues in Israel could
only be handled by "ad hoc compromises," and that an accommodation was
made more difficult by "hammer blows" from the Diaspora. And he pointed out
that American Reform Jews, who had unilaterally introduced a patrilineal defi-
nition of Jewishness, were not in a position to complain that Israel had not con-
sulted them about the conversion bill. "I urge people to tread very lightly on this
very fragile ground," he said.

At the insistence of the Reform and Conservative movements, however, the Jew-
ish Agency Assembly tackled the issue of religious pluralism. Annual allocations
to the Reform, Conservative, and modern Orthodox religious movements in Is-
rael were doubled to $5 million, and Israeli authorities were called upon to act
against violence at the Western Wall. At the insistence of the Orthodox, the word
"pluralism" was not used in any official assembly statement, replaced by eu-
phemisms such as "Jewish unity" and "religious freedom."

At the beginning of August, the conflict over pluralism was heightened when
the Supreme Court ruled that a Reform woman had the right to serve on a local
religious council. And, on August 11, four days before the Ne'eman Commission's
projected deadline, on the fast of the Ninth of Av, which commemorates the de-
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struction of the two Temples, there was another incident at the Western Wall.
Some 150 Reform and Conservative Jews—men and women praying together, in
contravention of Orthodox tradition—were chased away, not, this time, by the
ultra-Orthodox, but by the police. While police officials said that this was neces-
sary to head off a potentially violent confrontation, the non-Orthodox activists
claimed that the police action proved that Israeli officialdom had become a tool
of the extreme Orthodox. "They're symbolically, and more than symbolically, dri-
ving us out of the gates of Jerusalem," commented Rabbi Uri Regev.

Meanwhile, the anticipated recommendations of the Ne'eman Commission
were leaked to the Israeli press: A joint conversion school representing all the de-
nominations would be established, but the actual conversion procedure would be
performed by an Orthodox rabbinical court according to Halakhah. But August
15 came and went with no report from the committee. According to people privy
to its deliberations, a combination of the Supreme Court decision on religious
councils, the incident at the Wall, and the premature news leak caused a break-
down in the talks. But the committee resolved to keep meeting.

With another High Holy Day season on the horizon, the American Jewish fund-
raising establishment—fearing the specter of rabbinic boycotts once again—
took steps to insure that Reform and Conservative anger over religious plural-
ism did not have a catastrophic effect on philanthropy. Already, UJA was feeling
the pinch. While the 1997 annual campaign was now expected to bring in $15-$ 16
million more than in 1996, this was still some $20 million less than what had been
projected originally. In fact, said Bernard Moscovitz, UJA's CEO, donations had
been 8.5 percent ahead of 1996 until the Union of Orthodox Rabbis' statement
and the Knesset's first reading of the conversion bill heated up the religious plu-
ralism issue in the spring. Perhaps equally demoralizing, a number of prominent
Jews in the entertainment industry—actor Billy Crystal and executives Lew
Wasserman and Bram Goldsmith, for example—were so upset about the con-
version bill that they were refusing to participate in planned public celebrations
of Israel's 50th anniversary in 1998. Even the downturn in American Jewish
tourism to Israel in 1997 was widely attributed to anger over the treatment of the
non-Orthodox movements.

The fund-raisers developed a strategy to save the campaign. UJA and the
Council of Jewish Federations offered to raise up to $10 million each for the Re-
form and Conservative institutions in Israel, on the understanding that these
funds would come from gifts over and above the regular campaign; negotiations
were begun with the Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations to provide the
same service for modern Orthodox institutions. In addition, UJA and CJF
brought eight members of the Israeli Knesset to America for a week of visits to
local communities, so that they might see for themselves how important religious
pluralism was for American Jewry. All eight returned home resolved to oppose
the government's conversion bill, should it come to a vote. In another step to as-
suage American ire, Natan Sharansky spoke via satellite to the quarterly CJF
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meeting in early September, but the result was not what CJF leaders expected.
Sharansky promised that the government would protect the rights of all Jews to
worship at the Western Wall, but, he added, this did not cover people who "in-
cite." When former CJF president Maynard Wishner pointed out that Southern
blacks had also been accused of incitement for exercising their rights, Sharansky
replied that making prayer into "a political demonstration" could threaten the
work of the Ne'eman Commission.

Prime Minister Netanyahu's September 15 address in Jerusalem to UJA lead-
ers from America produced similar dissatisfaction. Devoting himself mainly to
peace-process issues before an audience concerned primarily with religious plu-
ralism, Netanyahu reaffirmed the unity of all Jews, gave no indication of when
the Ne'eman Commission would finish its work, and suggested that the non-
Orthodox movements were to blame for the crisis because they had taken their
claims to the Supreme Court. The Americans felt that he had evaded the issue.

Four days later, Ya'akov Ne'eman spoke to a closed-door meeting of the Con-
ference of Presidents in New York. His ostensible topic was the Israeli economy,
but he spent most of the time fielding questions about his religious pluralism com-
mission. While reluctant to go into specifics, Ne'eman spoke of the earnest de-
sire of the group to reach a solution, warned that failure could strike a cata-
strophic blow at the unity of the Jewish people, and urged American Jews to be
patient.

But with the Jewish New Year approaching, little patience was in evidence. Four
Orthodox organizations—Agudath Israel, the National Council of Young Israel,
the Rabbinical Council of America, and the Union of Orthodox Jewish Congre-
gations—issued a joint statement insisting on the maintenance of the religious
status quo in Israel and charging that American Jewry's "political, economic and
social pressure" on Israel "created a climate of ill-will and anger." The statement
added, for good measure, that prayer at the Western Wall had always been con-
ducted according to Orthodox tradition, and that it stood to reason that local re-
ligious councils, which administer religious services to the community, should be
run by those who subscribe to accepted religious precepts.

The American Reform and Conservative movements, for their part, urged rab-
bis to devote their sermons to the drive for religious pluralism in Israel and to
solicit money from their congregations for their movements' institutions there,
in addition to appealing for the standard donations to UJA and Israel Bonds.
Some rabbis went further. The Harvard students who reported to Prof. Ruth
Wisse that their rabbis had sermonized on Yom Kippur about Israel's "repres-
sive policies" toward non-Orthodox Jews (Forward, October 17, 1997) were not
the only American Jews to hear that message from the pulpit. The New Israel
Fund, dedicated to the promotion of democracy and pluralism in Israel, pub-
lished a 90-page resource book on religious pluralism for non-Orthodox rabbis.
A good number of rabbis asked their congregants to contribute to the fund,
which then ran a series of eye-catching full-page ads in the New York Times and
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the Anglo-Jewish press with such headlines as: "The Torah should be used to
bring the Jewish people together. Not pull us apart"; "No government has the
right to decide how someone should lead a Jewish life"; and, more provocatively,
"Imagine a Jew in this country being told how to practice religion. That's exactly
what's happening in Israel."

The results of the elections for delegates to the World Zionist Congress, an-
nounced October 9, gave additional evidence of the raised consciousness of Re-
form and Conservative Jews. Together, the slates put forward by the two move-
ments committed to the cause of religious pluralism in Israel received 73.7 percent
of the vote. While the Orthodox, who garnered only 10.8 percent, charged that
the heavy non-Orthodox vote reflected an expensive get-out-the-vote campaign
rather than the true feelings of American Jewry, Reform and Conservative lead-
ers took the result as a mandate to try to dismantle the Orthodox monopoly in
Israel. And since the American delegation would constitute 29 percent of the
World Zionist Congress, scheduled to meet in December, the non-Orthodox
movements would surely increase their influence over the allocation of funds of
the Jewish Agency for Israel, a partner of the World Zionist Organization.

With the Knesset due to reconvene on October 27, the Ne'eman Commission
was dealt a serious blow by Sephardic chief rabbi Eliyahu Bakshi-Doron, who
declared that converts processed through a multidenominational board "would
not be real converts." Then the Shas Party threatened to quit the government if
it did not push through the pending conversion bill that would bar the recogni-
tion of non-Orthodox conversions performed in Israel, as well as another law that
would ban non-Orthodox from membership on religious councils. The Reform
and Conservative leaders, declaring they were no longer bound by earlier promises
to restrain themselves, threatened to resume their litigation before the Supreme
Court. On October 26, Netanyahu convinced the Orthodox parties to hold back
on the new legislation, but the Reform and Conservative forces insisted on press-
ing their legal cases, infuriating the influential Natan Sharansky, who accused Re-
form of fomenting the crisis. On October 28, the non-Orthodox groups, under
heavy pressure from Israeli legislators, suspended the litigation, and the Ne'eman
Commission went back to work with a new mandate to craft a solution within
three months.

REFORM AND CONSERVATIVE CONVENTIONS

Both the Reform and Conservative movements in the United States held na-
tional conventions in November 1997. At the biennial convention of the Union
of American Hebrew Congregations, the Reform rhetoric was uncompromising.
Speeches and resolutions that called for ending the Israeli chief rabbinate and in-
stituting religious pluralism drew enthusiastic ovations. Israeli ambassador Eli-
ahu Ben-Elissar was a lone voice in opposition, urging Reform Jews to move to
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Israel if they wanted to influence policy. So incensed was the ambassador when
a speaker compared his government's stance on religious pluralism to China's
human-rights policies that he walked out in protest.

The tone at the biennial convention of the United Synagogue of Conservative
Judaism was quite different. Both Israeli chief rabbis had publicly distinguished
Conservative from Reform Judaism, viewing the former as more acceptable since
it was committed to Halakhah, albeit in modernized form. Was this the harbin-
ger of a divide-and-conquer strategy whereby the Orthodox establishment,
through the Ne'eman Commission, would coopt the Conservatives by granting
them some form of recognition, leaving Reform, the avowedly nonhalakhic move-
ment, out in the cold? And, if so, should the Conservatives take the bait? Opin-
ions differed. Stephen Wolnek, the new president of the United Synagogue, said:
"We would not allow the Reform movement to veto a solution within the Ne'e-
man Commission that we find acceptable." But Rabbi Reuven Hammer, a leader
in the Israeli Conservative movement, insisted that Conservative Jews should
hold out for equal rights for Reform. More evidence that the Conservative move-
ment spoke with several voices on this issue came a few weeks later, when Prof.
Jack Wertheimer, provost of the Jewish Theological Seminary, published a blis-
tering attack on those non-Orthodox leaders seeking to influence Israeli policy
by withholding philanthropy (Commentary, December 1997). This, he wrote,
would balkanize the Jewish people, destroy the federation system, and punish
needy Jews.

CJF GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AGUDATH ISRAEL, ZIONIST CONGRESS

The Reform and Conservative conventions were but preludes to the Council
of Jewish Federations' General Assembly, held in Indianapolis in mid-November.
Though many issues were on the agenda, religious pluralism was paramount. As
Martin Kraar, CJF executive vice-president, put it, "This isn't about conversions
in Israel. It's about where Israel-Diaspora relations will go in the future."

When Prime Minister Netanyahu arrived to address the delegates on Novem-
ber 16, some wore signs saying "Israel: Don't Write Off 4 Million Jews." Five well-
known liberal Jews handed out flyers outside the hall urging delegates only to ap-
plaud politely at the beginning and end of the prime minister's speech, and no
more, so as to demonstrate respect for his office but a lack of enthusiasm for his
policies. In his address, Netanyahu underscored the unity of the Jewish people
and urged support for the work of the Ne'eman Commission. In an oblique jab
at the non-Orthodox movements, he declared: "Let us stop looking at each other
as enemies. Let those who would divide us go elsewhere." (In fact, Netanyahu had
expressed himself even more strongly at an earlier private dinner for UJA's big
givers, accusing certain "elements" of trying to sabotage the Ne'eman Commis-
sion.) Reporter J. J. Goldberg noted that Netanyahu got "the chilliest reception
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ever given to an Israeli prime minister by U.S. Jewish leaders" (Jerusalem Report,
December 11, 1997). On the other hand, Ehud Barak, leader of the opposition
Labor party, pledged to the delegates that he would oppose any legislation lim-
iting the validity of non-Orthodox conversions, and he was roundly applauded.

Under severe pressure from the rest of American Jewry, the moderate Ortho-
dox ran an ad in USA Today on November 18, "A Call for Jewish Unity," in which
the Rabbinical Council of America, the Union of Orthodox Jewish Congrega-
tions, and three other centrist Orthodox organizations backed the Ne'eman Com-
mission, while decrying financial pressure on Israel and the overheated rhetoric
on all sides. And a week later, Rabbi Norman Lamm, president of Yeshiva Uni-
versity, the preeminent modern Orthodox institution of higher learning, an-
nounced that he, too, wished the Ne'eman Commission to succeed. He was com-
mitted to Halakhah, Lamm asserted, but "communal peace is also a principle of
Judaism." And he insisted that, from an Orthodox perspective, Reform and Con-
servative efforts to encourage traditional religious practices were praiseworthy.

But these signs of Orthodox moderation raised the possibility of conflict with
the traditionalist Orthodox. The same weekend that Lamm made his conciliatory
speech, the annual convention of Agudath Israel denounced any compromise with
the other movements and resolved to spend $2 million for a public-relations cam-
paign in Israel and the United States to convince Jews that non-Orthodox forms
of Judaism spelled disaster for the Jewish people. One prominent Agudah rabbi
went so far as to call Rabbi Lamm a "hater of the Lord." No one at the conven-
tion protested, nor was any apology forthcoming afterward.

Reform leaders, meanwhile, began to worry that if the Ne'eman Commission
failed, the Israeli government might make Reform the scapegoat and blame it for
disrupting Jewish unity. To head off this possibility and to persuade Jewish pub-
lic opinion that Reform was not striving for anything unreasonable, in early De-
cember the movement issued a seven-page statement spelling out its demands: a
cooperative conversion program (even if only Orthodox rabbis actually signed the
conversion document); the right of any rabbi to perform marriages (even if these
had to be only marriages allowed by Jewish law and the two witnesses had to be
Orthodox); and an announcement by Prime Minister Netanyahu publicly with-
drawing the conversion bill. The Reform statement also urged its activists to con-
tinue exerting influence on federation decision makers not to acquiesce in any deal
unacceptable to the Reform and Conservative movements.

Meeting in Jerusalem later in December, the Zionist Congress—with its large
Reform and Conservative delegations—overrode the objections of Orthodox
delegates and officially espoused religious pluralism. It issued a statement call-
ing on Jewish leaders to help insure the success of the Ne'eman Commission. In
the event that body failed, delegates insisted that no legislation on the Law of Re-
turn or any similar religious matter that involved the Diaspora should be carried
out unless with "wide approval and by bearing in mind the support of all parts
of the Jewish people in Israel and the Diaspora."
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RELIGIOUS AFFAIRS IN U .S .

Although the major battleground for interdenominational strife was Israel,
American Jewish communities felt the aftershocks. Denominational coopera-
tion was clearly in decline. The statement of the Union of Orthodox Rabbis
delegitimizing Reform and Conservative Judaism was almost matched by the
less publicized assertion by Rabbi Simeon Maslin, president of the Central
Conference of American Rabbis, that "aside from devotion to Jewish learn-
ing, Orthodoxy offers little to American Jewry in the 21st century." Reports
from around the country indicated that non-Orthodox Jews were cutting back
on their philanthropic giving to Orthodox institutions. With Orthodox rabbis
increasingly reluctant to allow the use of mikvehs (ritual baths) for non-Orthodox
conversions, Conservative congregations were building their own, even though
it usually made no economic sense to support two in the same locality. The
Jewish antihunger organization Mazon, hoping to get all the religious bodies
of American Jewry to support its 1997 fund-raising campaign to feed the needy
of all religions, was rebuffed—at the last minute—by the Union of Orthodox
Jewish Congregations, which wanted priority to go to the Jewish hungry. Even
an interdenominational initiative to get all Jews to observe a special Sabbath
on Friday night, April 4, 1997, in whatever way their denomination prescribed,
could not be officially endorsed by the Orthodox Union, since it might imply
the legitimacy of non-Orthodox Sabbath observance. Local boards of rabbis—
which fewer and fewer Orthodox rabbis were joining anyway—found it more
difficult than ever to operate effectively, largely due to acrimony over religious
pluralism in Israel. In both New York and Washington, D.C., carefully crafted
joint letters urging interdenominational cooperation and forbearance failed to
garner the support of a significant minority of local rabbis, who felt that the
statement was either not specific enough about religious pluralism or was too spe-
cific.

To be sure, not all interdenominational bonds were severed. Orthodox bodies
worked with their non-Orthodox counterparts in writing to President Clinton on
behalf of imprisoned spy Jonathan Pollard; and the interdenominational New
York Board of Rabbis raised money to help repair two synagogues in Israel, a
Reform and a Conservative, that had been damaged by ultra-Orthodox vandals.
Also, a Shas Party proposal that the Orthodox break away from the Jewish
Agency for Israel and create a separate entity that would fund only Orthodox pro-
jects aroused no interest in the United States. In addition, regular closed-door
discussions between Reform, Conservative, and modern Orthodox rabbis went on
in such major communities as New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles. Yet so pal-
pable was the downturn in relations that two close friends, Orthodox rabbi Marc
Angel, a former president of the Rabbinical Council of America, and Reform
rabbi Sheldon Zimmerman, president of Hebrew Union College, felt compelled
to issue a public joint plea to their colleagues "to work together, to build a future
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together, to retain our sense of family togetherness" (New York Jewish Week, No-
vember 28, 1997).

Unique among the nondenominational Jewish organizations, the American
Jewish Committee sought to bring together representatives of the various reli-
gious groups in the hope of developing common ground. The Committee hosted
two conferences toward the end of 1996, one on the state of Jewish peoplehood
one year after the Rabin assassination, the other on the prospects for American
Jewish continuity (see below, "The Continuity Debate"). And in late 1996, AJC
hosted a delegation of Jerusalem high-school principals for ten days of exposure
to American-style religious pluralism through visits to different kinds of Amer-
ican Jewish schools.

Denominational Developments

The crescendo of interdenominational conflict was related to developments
within the religious movements, each heavily influenced by its own institutional
needs and internal politics.

ORTHODOX JUDAISM

The assertiveness of the more extreme, or sectarian, Orthodox, who sought to
keep outside cultural contacts to a minimum, continued to influence their more
moderate Orthodox counterparts.

September 28, 1997, was a banner day for the sectarian Orthodox, largely rep-
resented by Agudath Israel. It was the tenth siyum hashas, completion of a cycle
of study of the entire Talmud, celebrating the accomplishment of those able to
stick to the regimen of learning a page a day for seven-and-a-half years. This pro-
gram of daily study, which united thousands of men studying the same page all
over the world, began in Poland in 1923. The steady growth and new self-
confidence of American Orthodoxy since the 1960s had made Talmud study in-
creasingly popular, and the 1997 celebration was the largest ever: 20,000 people
filled Madison Square Garden for the main ceremony, with an estimated 50,000
more around the world participating by satellite hookup. To be sure, many in-
volved in the celebration had not actually reviewed a daily page for 7,211 days,
but were rather demonstrating solidarity with the project and esteem for those
with the fortitude to complete it. In any case, this large-scale religious event re-
inforced sectarian Orthodoxy's conviction that its form of Torah scholarship, by
immunizing practitioners against the values of secular society, was the key to Jew-
ish survival.

The high status given to religious study in these Orthodox circles had, however,
brought on new problems. Males were increasingly expected to spend years de-
veloping talmudic expertise rather than preparing to earn a living; meanwhile, the
priority given to childbearing militated against their wives pursuing careers. As
a result, large numbers of fervently Orthodox Jews were dependent on govern-
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ment aid. This came to the attention of the American public in November 1997
when a Hassidic woman reached New York mayor Giuliani on his call-in radio
show and told him that the burden of coping with two-year-old twins and two-
month-old triplets had led her to contemplate suicide. Giuliani swiftly provided
her with the necessary help. Her husband, readers of the New York Times learned
(November 8,1997), "earns little as a nursery school teacher and, like many Ha-
sidic men, often spends time away from his wife and children to study the Talmud."

Faced with growing financial pressures, the temptation to cut legal corners
sometimes proved too great to resist, and some rabbis and educational institu-
tions were accused of fraud and theft; there was even a case of money-laundering
for drug rings. The media pounced on these cases, causing tremendous shame in
heavily Orthodox neighborhoods. Rabbi Abraham Pam, the head of a leading
rabbinical school, addressed the problem openly, in Yiddish, from the podium at
the Agudath Israel convention in November 1996. He stressed the hillul hashem,
the desecration of God's name, that Orthodox Jews create by financial misdeeds.
He went on to castigate, as well, husbands who extorted huge sums of money from
their wives as the price for granting them a get, the Jewish divorce document.

Yet such abuses did not begin to challenge the prevalent notion in sectors of
the Orthodox community that withdrawal from the American mainstream was
proof of greater Jewish authenticity, a tendency that was even spilling over into
modern Orthodoxy. The 1996 convention of the Union of Orthodox Jewish Con-
gregations of America, held over Thanksgiving weekend, reflected the defen-
siveness of moderate Orthodoxy under siege by more stringent interpretations.
A major address by sociologist William Helmreich spelled out how the propo-
nents of Orthodox insularity had gradually undermined older assumptions that
Orthodoxy could mesh comfortably with the outside world. Helmreich cited the
high number of sectarian Orthodox employed as teachers in modern Orthodox
day schools, the culturally narrowing impact on American young men and women
of a year or more of study in Israeli Orthodox educational institutions, and, most
significantly, a loss of self-confidence among those in the Orthodox camp who
were ideologically sympathetic to modern values. Helmreich cautioned that, no
matter how closely the modern Orthodox tried to mimic the sectarians, they
would never achieve total acceptance: "We will always be a paler shade of black."

Others at the convention did not share Helmreich's viewpoint, and, in fact, ex-
pressed admiration for those who distanced themselves from the corrosive influ-
ences of contemporary America. Dr. Bernard Lander, the president of Touro Col-
lege in New York City, which provides vocational courses for yeshivah students
so they would not have to be exposed to the liberal arts, told the convention that
secular universities were "the crematorium of our people." The sectarian Ortho-
dox Jewish Observer (February 1997) ran a five-page response to "the Helmreich
principle," arguing that what the sociologist saw as an unfortunate shift to the
right was actually a return by partially secularized Orthodox Jews to the classi-
cal faith.

So powerful had this separationist motif become that it began to affect at least
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some Orthodox Jews attending an Ivy League university—the type of young
Jews who in previous years would have been considered the most acculturated and
least sectarian within Orthodoxy. In the fall of 1996, two Orthodox freshmen at
Yale refused to abide by the university policy that all unmarried students reside
in the dormitories. Deeming the coed dorms antithetical to their Jewish religious
values, they paid the required housing fees in order to maintain their student sta-
tus, but lived off campus. In December 1997, joined by three new Orthodox stu-
dents to form the "Yale Five" (one subsequently married to exempt herself from
the regulation), they sued the university, charging that Yale's housing policy vi-
olated their constitutionally protected freedom of religion.

A group of modern Orthodox rabbis who shared Helmreich's frustrations
launched a new organization, Edah, in the fall of 1996, dedicated to the promo-
tion of a reinvigorated synthesis of Orthodox Judaism and modernity. To incul-
cate this spirit into the rabbis of the future, Edah set up a training program for
students of Yeshiva University. In April 1997, however, soon after a leading Tal-
mud professor at Yeshiva publicly compared Orthodox liberals to the biblical
Amalek, the school severed all ties with Edah and strongly discouraged rabbini-
cal students from involvement with its training program. Rabbi Norman Lamm,
president of Yeshiva and himself associated with the moderate wing of Ortho-
doxy, took no personal part in the controversy. Despite the rebuff from Yeshiva,
Edah managed to secure sufficient funding by the fall to establish a formal office
and run full-page newspaper ads setting forth its goals: commitment to Halakhah
in both the ritual and interpersonal realms; Torah study along with secular wis-
dom; encouragement to "rabbinic leaders to apply the just, humane, and spiri-
tually fulfilling values of Torah to contemporary circumstances"; recognition of
the religious significance of the State of Israel; and "love for other Jews, no mat-
ter what their level of observance."

Of all the divisive issues within Orthodoxy, the role of women was the most
explosive. On January 21, 1997, the Vaad Harabonim of Queens, New York, the
local Orthodox rabbinical association, voted overwhelmingly to ban separate
prayer groups for women. A number of other Orthodox communities had such
services, which enabled women to participate actively in the ritual in a way they
could not in the standard Orthodox synagogue, where the sexes sat separately and
men conducted the services. The Queens rabbis refused to address the specific ha-
lakhic arguments of one of their colleagues, Rabbi Simcha Krauss, who found
women's prayer groups to be within the guidelines of Jewish law. Citing a 1985
prohibition issued by five Yeshiva University rabbis, the Vaad declared not only
the prayer groups but also women dancing with the Torah on Simhat Torah and
women reading the Scroll of Esther publicly on Purim to be "breaking the bound-
aries of Jewish tradition" and therefore "prohibited."

If the decision represented a further intensification of Orthodoxy's adversar-
ial posture vis-a-vis modernity, it also precipitated a backlash of protest from
many moderate Orthodox men and women to whom it appeared to indicate that
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religious restrictions on women's roles—at least in this case—were based not on
an objective reading of Orthodox legal sources but rather on the rabbis' personal
preference for the traditionally passive role of women in ritual life.

Publicity generated by this controversy swelled the number of participants
at the first-ever International Conference on Orthodoxy and Feminism, held
in New York in February, from an expected 450 to over 1,000. Reporter Peter
Steinfels, writing in the New York Times (February 22, 1997), pointed out how
this gathering differed from other feminist events: "The meeting was notable for
its seriousness about Jewish learning and tradition. No one denied that modern
feminism had arisen outside Judaism, but the premise was that it had to be tested
and incorporated within the framework of halakha." Among the issues discussed
were the plight of women in broken marriages whose husbands refused to give
them a get, ways of restructuring the Orthodox synagogue so as to give women
a greater sense of participation while maintaining the traditional separation be-
tween the sexes, and the possibility of women eventually taking on some of the
roles currently performed by rabbis, such as deciding points of Jewish law. Indeed,
in the aftermath of the conference, two modern Orthodox rabbis announced the
formation of a program to train women to answer halakhic questions, and the
Union for Traditional Judaism—which had broken away from the Conservative
movement when it began ordaining women, but which now occupied the space
on the denominational spectrum between modern Orthodox and Conservative—
began developing a degree program for women that would enable them to carry
out many rabbinic functions, but without the title of rabbi.

So successful was the Orthodox feminist conference that it led, in July, to the
formation of a new organization, the Jewish Orthodox Feminist Alliance. Pro-
jecting a first-year budget of $ 150,000, it began planning for a second conference
in February 1998.

In December, Orthodox feminism achieved a milestone when two leading syn-
agogues in New York City—Lincoln Square Synagogue and the Hebrew Insti-
tute of Riverdale—hired women to perform counseling and educational functions
normally handled by rabbis. They would not, however, be called rabbis, nor would
they perform ritual functions halakhically barred to women.

CHABAD-LUBAVITCH

When Israeli prime minister Netanyahu came to the United States in Septem-
ber 1996, his schedule was so tight that he was not able to see a number of im-
portant people. But one he did manage to meet, at least in spirit, was the late
Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, head of the Lubavitch Hassidic move-
ment, whose grave the prime minister visited. After removing his shoes at the site
and saying a prayer, Netanyahu told reporters that Schneerson was "the most in-
fluential Jew of our time." American adherents of the Lubavitch sect expressed
pride at this recognition of their leader, though the help Netanyahu had received
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from Israeli Lubavitchers in the recent election surely played a role in his deci-
sion to come to the cemetery.

But Lubavitch remained a movement in crisis. Though their rabbi had been laid
to rest in 1994, not only had no successor emerged, but his followers were split
between those willing to acknowledge that he was gone and those who insisted
that he had not really died and would soon reemerge as the messiah. On July 9,
1997, the day after the third Jewish anniversary of his death, the mainstream
movement opened a new center in Washington—the Living Legacy Institute—
and ran a full-page ad in the New York Times announcing the event. But the mes-
sianists preempted them with a full-page Times ad the day before, announcing
that "The third of Tammuz is not the Rebbe's yahrzeit," since he had never died;
he had been "liberated from the limitations of corporeal existence," so as to com-
plete the task of redemption.

CONSERVATIVE JUDAISM

The Conservative movement, while not riven by sharp ideological conflict,
continued to face challenges to its position at the center of the denominational
spectrum. The internal debate noted above about whether to maintain the alliance
with Reform in the fight for religious pluralism in Israel, or to aim for a limited
arrangement whereby Conservative rabbis would gain greater recognition from
the Orthodox, was just one example of contradictory pulls on the movement from
the left and the right.

In October 1996, soon after the Southern Baptist Convention called for evan-
gelizing the Jews, Rabbi Harold Schulweis of Encino, California, suggested a Jew-
ish campaign to convert others to Judaism, "a national or international Jewish
movement to educate, invite, and embrace non-Jews into the fold." While such
sentiments had been heard in the precincts of Reform, this was the first time that
a prominent Conservative rabbi had given them voice. Schulweis pointed to the
proselytizing activity of Jews in the Roman Empire and argued that there is much
in Judaism that might appeal to spiritual searchers. He announced to his con-
gregation that he would host a series of lectures on Judaism geared to non-Jews
and asked families to host these non-Jews for Sabbath meals.

Schulweis's initiative triggered sharp debate. Not only did the Orthodox criti-
cize him on theological grounds, but even Reform leader Rabbi Eric Yoflie felt
that, on practical grounds, such outreach should be limited to the Gentile part-
ners in mixed marriages. While some Conservative rabbis agreed with Schulweis,
leaders of the movement, such as JTS chancellor Ismar Schorsch, did not.
Schorsch found "proselytizing profoundly offensive. One religion is not better
than another.. . . The superiority of Judaism lies in the fact that it doesn't try to
sell itself" (Jerusalem Report, February 20, 1997). Despite the lack of any formal
backing from his movement, Schulweis said that his call elicited a flood of in-
quiries from non-Jews.

Another issue emanating from the West Coast also affected the movement: the
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role of spirituality. In late 1995, the Los Angeles branch of the Seminary—the
University of Judaism—split off and went its own way, on the stated grounds that
the New York school's emphasis on textual study was ill-suited to the spiritual
concerns of West Coast Jews. By 1997, however, attention to the spirit was clearly
evident in JTS itself. Not only did the school sponsor a series of open lectures on
"Spiritual Journeys," but rabbinical students themselves eagerly participated in
two discussion groups, "What Do You Believe?" and "God Talk." While he could
understand student demand for such activities, Chancellor Schorsch was clearly
uneasy. He said: "It's much more subjective. It's much less subtle, and it is much
more centered on the individual." He insisted that spiritual exercises should not
crowd Jewish practice or textual scholarship out of the curriculum (New York
Times, April 12, 1997).

In the fall of 1996, JTS released a major demographic survey of the Conserv-
ative movement, conducted by a team of researchers led by Prof. Jack Wertheimer.
It encompassed data from Conservative synagogues, their adult members, recent
bar/bat mitzvahs, and the Conservative sample in the 1990 National Jewish Pop-
ulation Study, which included many unaffiliated Jews who called themselves Con-
servative. The survey findings were initially interpreted positively. At a press con-
ference in October at which the data were released, Chancellor Schorsch said:
"The center is holding. The Conservative movement has stubbornly held on to
its ideals." But closer inspection of the report revealed a mixed picture. The over-
whelming majority of the movement fully accepted Conservative Judaism's po-
sition on equality of the sexes; at the same time, more than two-thirds agreed with
the Reform espousal of patrilineal descent, and 28 percent wanted their rabbis
to be willing to perform intermarriages. Observance patterns proved disappoint-
ing. Just 62 percent agreed with the central tenet of Conservative Judaism, that
there was an obligation to follow Jewish law. Actual practice was even weaker:
less than a quarter of Conservative Jews kept kosher, only 37 percent lit Sabbath
candles, and just 29 percent attended services even twice a month.

According to the findings, younger Conservative Jews were much more Jew-
ishly literate and somewhat more observant than their elders, probably reflecting
the impact of the movement's educational system and summer camps. Yet that
might not necessarily translate into future gains for the movement. As Rabbi
Jerome Epstein, executive vice-president of the United Synagogue of Conserva-
tive Judaism, explained, many of the most motivated young Conservatives were
joining Orthodox synagogues, because few Conservative congregations provided
vibrant models of observant Jewish life. At the 1997 biennial convention of the
United Synagogue, Epstein suggested the creation of "magnet congregations" to
attract Jewishly serious singles and young marrieds.

REFORM JUDAISM

On October 31, 1996, Rabbi Sheldon Zimmerman was officially installed as
president of Hebrew Union College (HUC), the seminary that ordains Reform
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rabbis. Zimmerman—who had earlier expressed the wish to be called the insti-
tution's rosh yeshivah, the traditional honorific for the head of an Orthodox tal-
mudic academy—used the occasion to reiterate his call for greater breadth and
depth of Torah learning in the movement. Only thus, according to Zimmerman,
would Reform attract Jews seeking "spiritual sustenance and meaning."

The trend toward greater traditionalism and spirituality among Reform lead-
ers was evident at the 1997 biennial of the Union of American Hebrew Congre-
gations (UAHC), a year after Zimmerman's inaugural address. Although no
kosher food was available, for the first time in its history the UAHC offered kip-
pot (skullcaps) to worshipers, and many donned them, as well as prayer shawls.
Both of these items had been anathema to Classical Reform. Even three separate
morning services were not enough, as worshipers spilled out into the hotel lobby.
One prominent rabbi, addressing the delegates, called on the movement to restore
the traditional doctrine of the afterlife, in its literal sense. Rabbi Eric Yoffie,
UAHC president, decried the Judaic ignorance of all too many Reform Jews,
"who can name the mother of Jesus, but not the mother of Moses." He challenged
his followers to learn how to chant the Torah; to read and discuss at least four
serious Jewish books each year; to study Jewish texts as part of temple commit-
tee meetings; to learn Torah as part of the regular Sabbath service; and to go back
to the Orthodox custom of staying awake all night learning Torah on the eve of
the Shavuot holiday, which marks the traditional date of the revelation on Mt.
Sinai.

Another indication of the new winds blowing within Reform was the election
of Rabbi Richard Levy as the new president of the Central Conference of Amer-
ican Rabbis (CCAR). The first president not to come from the ranks of the pul-
pit rabbinate or the administration of HUC, Levy had been a Hillel rabbi. Echo-
ing Yoffie, Levy bluntly acknowledged that, in his experience, Reform students
hesitated to join Hillel "because they fear they will not know enough to be able
to participate without embarrassment." Calling for a return to traditional mitzvot
(commandments), Levy challenged the notion that more observance meant ca-
pitulating to the Orthodox. On the contrary, he insisted, "if all Jews stood at Sinai,
Reform Jews stood there too." And Levy announced that, at the 1999 convention,
the Reform movement would be ready with a new official credo that would help
"transform the nature of our private and our public days into holy lives" (Reform
Judaism, Fall 1997).

Yet for all of the excitement among the movement's elite about recapturing re-
ligious meaning, much of the rank and file had more mundane concerns. Socio-
logical reality put the issue of mixed marriage—specifically, the question of rab-
binic officiation—near the top of the movement's agenda. With such marriages
on the upsurge (young Reform Jews, according to the 1990 National Jewish Pop-
ulation Study, were intermarrying at a 62-percent rate), pressure was mounting
to convince more rabbis to perform them. As things stood, the movement offi-
cially opposed officiation at mixed marriages, while at the same time upholding
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the principle of rabbinic autonomy. But a group of lay leaders, led by David Belin,
wanted to erase the official opposition, claiming that some three-quarters of Re-
form Jews wanted their rabbis to perform mixed marriages. A proposal put for-
ward by the Belin group at a UAHC board of trustees meeting in December 1996
urged rabbis to "resolve ambivalent feelings in favor of rabbinic officiation," and
to devise new phraseology for mixed-religion ceremonies so as not to make the
non-Jewish partner uncomfortable.

The Belin resolution was overwhelmingly rejected. This result had little to do
with the trustees' feelings about rabbinic officiation, which most of them favored,
but with the jurisdictional question of whether it was appropriate for the laity to
dictate religious policy to the rabbinate. In the end, the lay people backed down
from such a confrontation. Reflecting rabbinic resentment at lay pressure, Rabbi
Eric Yoffie, president of the UAHC, told the trustees that he felt it wrong for con-
gregations to hire a rabbi on the basis of whether he or she would perform mixed
marriages.

Belin put forward his resolution once again at the UAHC biennial in October
1997. This time he was buttressed by a new survey of rabbinic attitudes toward
intermarriage conducted by the Jewish Outreach Institute, which Belin chaired.
Signaling a shift toward greater accommodation of mixed marriage, a majority
of the non-Orthodox rabbis surveyed said that their congregations had more to
gain than to lose by reaching out to these families; 36 percent of the Reform and
62 percent of the Reconstructionists said they performed intermarriages; and a
surprisingly large minority of Conservative and even Orthodox rabbis who would
not officiate at these weddings noted that they would refer mixed couples to
other rabbis who did. (To be sure, representatives of these movements questioned
the accuracy of the findings.) But the data did not help Belin's cause. Many of
the UAHC delegates, viewing his suggestion as an insult to their rabbis, booed
and hissed his presentation, and the proposal was not even considered.

The Jewish validity of another kind of marriage—between two people of the
same sex—was on the agenda of the Reform rabbis. Already on record in favor
of the civil marriages of gays and lesbians, in June 1997 the CCAR convention
heard the report of its ad hoc committee on human sexuality that had been set
up a year earlier. The committee recommended that Reform Judaism endorse, and
its rabbis perform, same-sex Jewish marriages. Final action on the report was
scheduled for the 1998 convention.

The CCAR also adopted—for the first time in its history—a "platform" on
the meaning of the State of Israel. This document, seven years in the making,
signified the final stage of the gradual Zionization of a movement that had been
historically ambivalent, even hostile, to the idea of a Jewish state. The platform
stated that Israel was obliged to embody the high moral standards of Judaism,
with full rights for all citizens; that preserving Jewish lives came before the holi-
ness of the land; that all Reform institutions should encourage the study of He-
brew; that while Israel was "the spiritual and cultural focal point of world Jewry,
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Israeli and Diaspora Jewry are interdependent"; that American Jews should be
encouraged to visit Israel and to settle there; and—in a clear reference to the fight
over religious pluralism—that Israel would be better off "as a pluralistic, de-
mocratic society."

RECONSTRUCTIONIST JUDAISM

The smallest branch of American Judaism—barely 1 percent—Reconstruc-
tionism made something of a stir late in 1996 with the release of a survey of its
members. True to its popular image of appealing to intellectuals, 41 percent of
Reconstructionist households had at least one adult with a Ph.D., M.D., or law
degree. Over half the sample had been raised in Conservative homes, 71 percent
said they were drawn to Reconstructionism by the sense of warmth it exuded, and
65 percent said the inclusiveness and sexual egalitarianism of the movement were
important to them.

In perhaps the most surprising finding, 34 percent of the Reconstructionists
claimed that they kept kosher, even though the movement taught that this was
simply a Jewish folkway. This was in contrast to the 24 percent of Conservative
Jews who kept kosher, even though, for them, kashrut was a Torah requirement.
This disparity led Rabbi Mordechai Liebling, executive director of the Jewish Re-
constructionist Federation, to suggest that "voluntaristic Judaism works . . . ex-
posing people to a rich, meaningful Jewish life and allowing them to bring their
full cognitive faculties to bear leads them to choose to be more observant."
Liebling also felt that the high percentage of conversions to Judaism of non-Jews
married to Reconstructionist Jews—40 percent—vindicated the movement's pol-
icy of openness to the intermarried.

If, indeed, Reconstructionism was so successful for its adherents, why was it
not catching on in the broader Jewish community? According to Rabbi Liebling,
the essential doctrines first propounded by Rabbi Mordechai Kaplan, the founder
of Reconstructionism—such as the centrality of Jewish peoplehood, Judaism as
an evolving civilization—had quietly penetrated the other movements, to the
point that "70 percent of American Jews are Reconstructionists at heart—they
just don't know it" {Moment, June 1997).

The Continuity Debate

Someone looking only at the amount of activity within the denominations and
between them would hardly suspect that in the eyes of many knowledgeable ob-
servers, American Judaism was in fact in danger of disappearing.

A New York magazine cover story (July 14,1997) put the question bluntly: "De-
clining Birth Rates. Rampant Intermarriage. The 'Seinfeld Effect.' Are American
Jews Assimilating Themselves Out of Existence?" Those Jewish leaders inter-
viewed for the article by reporter Craig Horowitz tended to answer in the affir-
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mative. With Jews successfully entering the mainstream of American life, con-
cluded Horowitz, "it requires only a small stretch of the imagination to see an
America 75 or 100 years from now in which the only readily identifiable Jews will
be the Orthodox and the ultra-Orthodox. Everyone else will have assimilated
themselves out of existence." Even attending the lectures and classes given by the
most charismatic Jewish outreach activists gave Horowitz the "sense that it is time
to circle the wagons, to turn inward, to huddle together." Writing in the New York
Times Sunday Magazine (June 8, 1997), Ari Shavit asserted that "Jewish Amer-
ica seems to be engaged in a process of demographic suicide (average age, 39; av-
erage number of births per mother, 1.6; rate of intermarriage exceeding 52 per-
cent)." Calling America "the most luxurious burial ground ever of Jewish cultural
existence," Shavit suggested that the crisis would ultimately endanger Israelis as
well: It remained to be seen "whether a meaningful non-Orthodox existence is
possible in the third millennium; whether we can all avoid being the last of the
non-Orthodox Jews."

There were some who felt that the problem was being exaggerated. Journalist
J.J. Goldberg, for example, argued on the op-ed page of the New York Times
(August 3, 1997) that the actual intermarriage rate was not the oft-cited 52 per-
cent but 38 percent, that Jews who married non-Jews did not necessarily mean to
abandon Judaism, that many mixed-faith couples were "open to raising their chil-
dren as Jews," and that the crisis atmosphere had been artificially stimulated by
political conservatives who wanted to get Jews to turn inward, "return to the
ghetto," and abandon political liberalism. Goldberg hoped, by publicizing the
lower intermarriage rate, to halt Jewish panic so that the community "could as-
sume its role as a leading force for decency and tolerance in America."

Among the political conservatives Goldberg was seeking to refute was former
assistant secretary of state Elliott Abrams, whose book Faith and Fear: How Jews
Can Survive in a Christian America attracted considerable attention. Accepting
the accuracy of the grim demographic data, Abrams argued that the erosion of
the Jewish community was due to its espousal of liberal universalism and an ex-
treme interpretation of the separation of religion and state. While such an out-
look served Jewish interests in combating anti-Semitism and easing Jewish pro-
fessional and business success, wrote Abrams, it also distanced Jews from their
religious identity, leaving young Jews little reason not to marry Gentiles. Abrams
believed that only a return to serious Jewish religious practice might save the
American Jewish community. And, in his view, this would entail restoring reli-
gion to the American public square in alliance with the Christian right.

Abrams's stress on the religious dimension of Jewish survival—if not his de-
nunciation of liberalism and his plea for cooperation with Christian conserva-
tives—was echoed by many of the Jewish thinkers who participated in Com-
mentary's symposium, "What Do American Jews Believe?" (August 1996). The
questions about God, the chosen people doctrine, the Holocaust, the State of Is-
rael, and denominational relations elicited significantly more traditional re-
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sponses than those expressed in the first such Commentary symposium 30 years
before.

For some Jews, even a return to previously discarded beliefs and practices did
not satisfy the urge for transcendence. Jewish "spirituality," in the sense of mys-
tical communion with the supernatural, came into vogue, and not only among
Jews. "Pop Goes the Kabbalah" was the title of a long article in Time (Novem-
ber 24, 1997). Younger Jews, it claimed, were discovering the treasures of medieval
Jewish mystical literature, and so were Jewish and non-Jewish celebrities such as
Madonna, Sandra Bernhard, and Roseanne, who said that Kabbalah was like
quantum physics except that "you get it right away."

Quite another slant on the situation of American Jewry was provided by the
well-known law professor Alan Dershowitz in his book The Vanishing American
Jew: In Search of Jewish Identity for the Next Century. Dershowitz agreed with
Abrams on the seriousness of the crisis, but proposed a diametrically opposite
solution. Noting that the stimulus for this book was his son's marriage to a
Catholic and the realization that his grandchildren would not be considered Jews
according to traditional Jewish teachings, Dershowitz argued for the recognition
of the Jewish authenticity of secular forms of Jewishness. By this he meant the
acceptance of "compassion, creativity, contributions to the world at large, char-
ity, a quest for education" as valid markers of Jewish identity. The alternative—
the survival as Jews of only those relatively few who took the religion seriously—
was not a prospect he relished.

Whatever diagnosis the intellectuals might propose, leaders of the Jewish com-
munity were faced with the practical task of grappling with intermarriage. It was
no accident that a Newsweek report on mixed-religion families (December 15,
1997) focused primarily on Jews married to Gentiles. At some 2.5 percent of the
population, an over-50-percent intermarriage rate threatened the very survival of
the community, a fate that Christian denominations did not have to worry about.
But the very ubiquity of the intermarried made it a difficult issue to discuss can-
didly; after all, even the assumption that mixed marriages constituted a problem
might offend these couples. An American Jewish Committee poll in early 1997
documented the understandable tendency of mixed-marrieds not to view their sta-
tus as an aberration. While 61 percent of American Jews thought that anti-
Semitism was a greater threat to Jewish life in the United States than intermar-
riage, the figure rose to 82 percent among those with non-Jewish spouses.

In the formulation of communal policy, two conflicting positions had crystal-
lized. One, often justified by the argument that the act of marrying a non-Jew
did not necessarily indicate lack of interest in being Jewish, called for a heavy in-
vestment in outreach programs to intermarried families. The other view consid-
ered this a waste of precious communal resources on individuals who, in most
cases, were too far removed from Jewish life to be positively affected anyway, and
also a subtle signal that intermarriage was Jewishly acceptable. This school of
thought preferred carefully targeted initiatives to strengthen the Jewish identifi-
cation of people already at least peripherally involved in Jewish life.
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In August 1996, proponents of the latter position—some 20 rabbis and acad-
emicians from across the denominational spectrum—issued a "Policy Statement
on Jewish Continuity." It affirmed commitment to Torah and Jewish learning,
Jewish peoplehood, and the concept of covenant. The statement affirmed the
"plurality of religious expression in American Judaism," but insisted on main-
taining "strong, visible religious boundaries between Jews and non-Jews," pro-
posed outreach programs primarily for "the moderately affiliated," and urged that
programs directed "toward those who have strayed furthest from Judaism" must
not "siphon away funds urgently needed to strengthen Jewish life at its core. Nor
should outreach give rise to ideological neutrality on core issues such as mixed
marriage itself." (A subsequent somewhat revised statement, signed by 30 lead-
ing figures from all denominations, was published as "A Statement on the Jew-
ish Future," in the Jerusalem Report, June 22, 1997.)

On December 5, 1996, the American Jewish Committee convened a consulta-
tion of community leaders—including proponents and opponents of the state-
ment—to discuss "Strategies to Secure Jewish Continuity." The overall tone of
the discussion was hostile to the statement—indeed, Peter Steinfels, who inter-
viewed some of the critics a few days before the consultation, described their re-
action as "cold fury" (New York Times, November 30, 1996). Several participants
spoke movingly about their own relatives, who, they charged, were written off by
the statement. Federation leaders explained that their mandate was to support
the outreach projects of all segments of the community, rather than-like the
statement—make value judgments about which were worthy and which not. Thus
David Arnow, a vice-president of New York UJA-Federation, argued that instead
of criticizing one form of outreach or another, the emphasis should be on the pos-
itive: "What do we have to offer people that they will find valuable?"

Of all the approaches urged over the previous few years to bolster Jewish con-
tinuity and reverse the demographic erosion of American Jewry, day-school ed-
ucation came to exercise a special fascination in 1996-97. But the push for day
schools led to tensions in some communities.

One significant development was the decision of the Seattle-based Samis Foun-
dation to subsidize tuition at the one Jewish high school in the city, which was
run along Orthodox lines. As a result, beginning in the fall of 1996, the cost of
sending a child to the school fell from $7,150 to $3,000. This was believed to be
the first time that any foundation had granted a blanket subsidy to all students
in any one Jewish school. The foundation's assumption that financial constraints
had prevented many Jewish families from using the school proved correct: The
size of the freshman class tripled, as even many non-Orthodox parents opted to
send their children there. But this private help for the high school impelled the
local federation to rearrange its allocations for Jewish education. It reduced fund-
ing for the high school and used the money to help other institutions.

The next community to confront the day-school issue was Chicago, where a
coalition of yeshivah and day-school presidents organized to get more federation
support. The facts were not in doubt: the Chicago Jewish Federation was giving
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just under $2.5 million to day schools, 18 percent of its total allocations, signif-
icantly higher than the national average of 12 percent, yet not enough to cover
accelerating expenses. George Hanus, the president of a day school in the city,
predicted that "the system will go bankrupt in the next decade unless we figure
out a way to pay for families that can't afford it." But Steven Nasatir, executive
vice-president of the federation, wondered where more day-school money would
come from. "Do we take it from care of the aged? Care of the hungry in Chicago
or in Russia? Do you take it from community centers, which is an informal edu-
cational experience which touches a lot of people?"

Chicago's day-school proponents, recognizing that the problem transcended the
local community, announced the formation of a National Jewish Day School
Scholarship Committee. Some 170 Jewish educators from around the country
came to Chicago for the initial meeting of the committee on September 21,1997.
Representing Orthodox, Conservative, and Reform schools, they brought with
them letters of support from the national leaders of their denominations. A high-
light of the meeting was the release of a new study, The Financing of Jewish Day
Schools, written by Marvin Schick and Jeremy Dauber, and funded by the Avi
Chai Foundation. It argued that, on the whole, these schools were performing
heroically under adverse conditions. Despite the dual program of Judaic and sec-
ular studies, the day schools' per capita expenditures were about the same as those
of public schools offering only a secular program, and tuition payments in most
of these schools covered no more than half the budget. Furthermore, confirm-
ing what the Samis Foundation had discovered in Seattle, parents choosing not
to send children to day schools were most often deterred by the high tuition.

Momentum continued to build for more aid to day schools. Some help was
found independent of the federation system. In October 1997, philanthropist
Michael Steinhardt announced the formation of the Partnership for Excellence
in Jewish Education. Twelve individuals, families, and foundations would each
donate $1.5 million over five years. The money would go for the establishment of
new elementary schools and the extension of some existing elementary schools
into junior high schools; each school was required to raise at least the same
amount from other nontuition sources as it got from the partnership.

Meanwhile, day-school proponents submitted resolutions to their local feder-
ations committing these bodies "to work diligently to make a quality Jewish day
school education available to all Jewish children," a goal justified by invoking "the
survival of the Jewish people." While only the Chicago federation officially en-
dorsed it, the resolution was placed on the agenda of the General Assembly of
the Council of Jewish Federations that met in November, where it was voted
down. The federation leaders, many of whom said that they favored increased
funding for day schools in principle, nevertheless feared that this resolution, if
interpreted literally, might force them to channel all new campaign money into
the day schools, to the exclusion of other needs. But the GA did set up a task force
that would study the issue and report back at the 1998 meeting.
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This did not satisfy the day-school enthusiasts. In December day-school pro-
ponents in Baltimore launched a public campaign with newspaper ads that called
on the federation to spend more on these schools. And in Los Angeles, real es-
tate developer Joseph Bobker announced that he was giving up on the federation
system. He set up an independent United Jewish Education Fund, with its own
professional staff, to raise money for the city's day schools. Infuriated federation
officials charged him with "polarizing" the community.

Holocaust-Related Developments

There was continuing interest in the long-term legacy of the Nazi destruction
of European Jewry 50 years earlier, as well as some surprising revelations. The
fascination with the Holocaust stood in marked contrast to an almost total in-
difference (except for a scholarly conference at Harvard and an extensive sym-
posium in the September 8-15, 1997, New Republic) to the 100th anniversary of
Zionism.

The U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, which had opened its
doors in 1993, continued to attract large crowds. While visitors in the early days
had been mostly Jewish, the museum now estimated that the proportion of non-
Jews had reached 62 percent. The museum was a standard stop for many student
groups visiting Washington from all over the United States and abroad, and its
Web site averaged over 50,000 hits a week.

The Museum of Jewish Heritage-A Living Memorial to the Holocaust, which
opened in New York City in September 1997, differed from the Washington in-
stitution in placing the Holocaust within the broader context of 20th-century Jew-
ish life, and in telling the story through the eyes of individual victims and sur-
vivors. "New York has struggled for 50 years to build a memorial to the
Holocaust," wrote a New York Times critic (September 15). "And that goal has
now been brilliantly realized."

Meanwhile, on the West Coast, Steven Spielberg's Shoah Foundation hired
Michael Berenbaum, formerly director of the Research Institute of the Holocaust
Memorial Museum, to take charge of the Visual History Foundation, whose
mandate was to videotape interviews with tens of thousands of Holocaust sur-
vivors all over the world. The American public's interest in the Holocaust was in
evidence once again when NBC-TV aired Spielberg's three-hour blockbuster
movie Schindler's List, which had won seven Oscars in 1994, on February 23,
1997. The sole sponsor, the Ford Division of Ford Motor Company, agreed to
no commercial interruptions. The ratings were enormous.

Swiss BANKS AND THE JEWS

Through 1995 and early 1996 there were revelations about Jewish funds de-
posited in Swiss banks before and during the Holocaust that had never been re-
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turned to survivors or their heirs. Largely due to the persistence of the World Jew-
ish Congress, more and more details surfaced in late 1996 and through 1997, in-
cluding the fact that there was gold in Swiss banks that had been confiscated from
Jews by the Nazis. American Jews—especially the survivors and their families-
insisted on restitution, and the American government, which had apparently not
pushed the Swiss hard on the matter immediately after World War II, became em-
broiled in this complicated question as well. In January 1997 the Swiss ambas-
sador to the United States was forced to resign upon the disclosure that he had
advised his government that Switzerland had to win what he called this "war."
At least three special commissions were investigating—one headed by former
Federal Reserve chairman Paul Volcker, another by Under Secretary of Com-
merce Stuart Eizenstat, and the third appointed by the Swiss.

Among American Jews—most of whom were unfamiliar with the complexi-
ties of international banking, but quite aware that a massive injustice had been
done—two important questions arose. One was purely tactical: should individ-
ual claimants sue the Swiss banks, or would that only hamper the efforts of gov-
ernments and international Jewish bodies to negotiate an overall settlement? The
other question was how aggressively to confront the Swiss. Some who urged cau-
tion believed that the Swiss would be more likely to settle if they did not feel that
there was an international campaign to blacken their reputation. Others were con-
cerned that Jewish emphasis on financial restitution might reinforce anti-Semitic
stereotypes about Jews and money, while diverting attention from the human toll
exacted by the Holocaust.

American Jews took to their hearts Cristoph Meili, a security guard at the
Union Bank of Switzerland, who in January 1997 turned over to a Jewish insti-
tution archival material from the bank that was about to be shredded. As it
turned out, these papers contained information about the assets of Holocaust vic-
tims. Meili was fired, and the Anti-Defamation League immediately set up a
$36,000 fund to help him. In May Meili came to the United States and testified
before the Senate Banking Committee, as Jewish organizations arranged numer-
ous job offers. In July President Clinton signed a bill, unanimously passed by Con-
gress, granting Meili and his family permanent residency status.

By July American newspapers were printing lists released by Swiss banks of un-
claimed accounts from the Holocaust period. In December a three-day confer-
ence in London, attended by delegates from 40 countries, set up a new interna-
tional fund to help Holocaust survivors, and each nation pledged to research and
account for what it had done during the Holocaust.

MADELEINE ALBRIGHT

For American Jews, the most startling revelation related to the Holocaust was
the disclosure of the Jewish origins of Madeleine Albright, the new secretary of
state. In February 1997 Albright acknowledged the accuracy of a report in the
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Washington Post that her Czech parents were actually Jews who converted to
Catholicism after escaping from the Nazis to England in 1939—but who never
told their children about their religious roots or the fact that two of their grand-
parents perished in Auschwitz. In July Albright paid an emotional visit to Prague,
where she toured the Jewish cemetery and the old synagogue where her paternal
grandparents' names were among those of 77,000 Holocaust victims inscribed on
the walls. In apparent response to skeptics who found it hard to believe that she
had never before suspected her Jewish origins, Albright told reporters that, though
she had visited this synagogue a year earlier with Hillary Clinton, she had not
checked the names because "I did not know my own family story then."

American Jews had conflicted feelings about the Albright revelation. Those
who thought that she might have known all along that her parents had been Jew-
ish feared that such a "self-hating Jew" would be biased against Israel; others sug-
gested that even if she was genuinely surprised to find out the truth, she might
now bend over backward in Middle East diplomacy to favor the Arab side, so as
to prove that her Jewishness did not influence her policies. Optimists suggested
that the centrality of the Holocaust to the circumstances of her upbringing might
make her especially sensitive to Israel's plight as a lone democracy beset by hos-
tile dictatorships. One by-product of the Albright story was the Jewish commu-
nity's sudden realization that there were surely thousands of other people—
mostly in Central and Eastern Europe—whose parents or grandparents converted
or hid their Jewishness to save themselves. Some of the descendants had, like Al-
bright, discovered their Jewish origins, while countless others remained in the
dark.

Jewish Studies Controversy

At the beginning of July 1996, Prof. Thomas Bird, a Catholic scholar of Yid-
dish, was appointed director of Jewish studies at Queens College, a unit of the
City University of New York. The choice was immediately attacked by some Jew-
ish faculty members on the grounds that Bird did not have a Ph.D., did not know
Hebrew, and, not being Jewish, could not provide a role model for Jewish students.
In addition, some expressed the fear that the local Jewish community might with-
draw support from the program under its new chairman. In his resignation let-
ter sent two weeks after his appointment, Bird wrote: "It is impossible not to con-
clude that the attempt to trash my academic record and standing in the
community through insinuation and omission is anything other than a fig leaf for
objections to my being a Gentile."

Outside the Queens College faculty, Jewish sentiment overwhelmingly sup-
ported Bird and regretted his resignation. The American Jewish Committee—
which gave Bird an award for his long-standing efforts on behalf of Soviet Jews—
the American Jewish Congress, and the Anti-Defamation League all issued
statements backing Bird and stressing that religion was an invalid criterion for
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an academic appointment. Many Jewish studies professors from other universi-
ties agreed. The president of Queens College announced the appointment of a
search committee to find a distinguished Jewish studies scholar to take over the
chairmanship; meanwhile, Bird and two others were named to administer the pro-
gram jointly on an interim basis.

Fascination with Bible

Each Sunday for ten weeks, beginning in mid-October 1996, millions of Amer-
icans watched "Genesis" on PBS. Hosted by Bill Moyers, the show featured an-
imated discussions between a shifting cast of Jewish and non-Jewish scholars
about the first book of the Bible, from the creation of the world to the story of
Joseph. Moyers, who had spent six years planning the project, got the idea from
Burton Visotzky, professor of Midrash at the Jewish Theological Seminary, who
had been conducting such discussion groups for a long time. Through "Genesis,"
many Americans, Jews and non-Jews, were exposed to Midrash, the traditional
Jewish mode of scriptural exposition, which was far looser and more allusive than
the literal approach to the Bible that most Americans were brought up on.

The popularity of "Genesis" and the publications it spun off was not an iso-
lated phenomenon. Some half-dozen new translations and books interpreting
Genesis also found interested consumers. Visotzky—the author of one of the
books—believed that the issues dealt with in the first book of the Bible res-
onated with contemporary Americans: infertility, sibling rivalry, loneliness, greed,
dysfunctional families. Others suggested that discontent with the spiritual bank-
ruptcy of modernity and awareness of the impending end of the millennium in-
duced a fascination among broad sectors of the population with the biblical and
Judaic roots of Western culture.

Another aspect of the new fascination with the Bible was popular interest in
"Bible codes." Unlike the Moyers series, whose targeted audience was liberal and
highly educated, the codes fascinated Jews and Christians of a more fundamen-
talist stripe. Several writers in Israel and the United States claimed that predic-
tions about the future are encoded in the Hebrew text of Scripture. That is, by
counting a certain number of letters in sequence, one might find the names of
later illustrious rabbis, as well as information about such major events as the
Holocaust and the assassination of Prime Minister Rabin. (One of these writers
even claimed to have warned Rabin.) In some Orthodox circles, Bible codes were
used to prove the divine origin of Scripture to nonbelievers. Skeptics, however,
pointed out that there is no agreement on the authentic text of the Bible, and that
similar "codes" might be found, if searched for long enough, in any long book.
No one, however, could disagree with Michael Drosnin, whose book The Bible
Code was published by Simon and Schuster, that the public discussion "is tap-
ping into the great hold that religion still has on the world."
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Some geneticists enhanced the popular credibility of the Jewish Bible even fur-
ther when they found that many kohanim, traditionally believed to be descendants
of the biblical high priest Aaron, actually do share two distinctive markers on
the Y chromosome that is only transmitted from father to son, which is indeed
the way that priestly status was handed down through Jewish history. The results
of this research were announced toward the end of 1996, and even many non-
Orthodox Jews, whose denominations had long ago discarded the special religious
status of kohanim, acknowledged being awestruck by the discovery.

Philanthropy

The complex network of American Jewish philanthropic agencies continued to
raise extraordinary amounts of money. According to the 1996 report of The
Chronicle of Philanthropy, the United Jewish Appeal ranked sixth among all U.S.
charities, and 16 local Jewish federations made the top-400 list, along with a num-
ber of other Jewish organizations. Yet the weaknesses that had already become
evident in American Jewish philanthropy—overreliance on a few large donors,
doubts over the willingness of the younger generation of Jews to contribute as
their parents had, controversy over aid to an Israel that did not recognize non-
Orthodox forms of Judaism—remained. In late 1996 and through 1997, philan-
thropic agencies sought to address two interrelated challenges. These were, first,
determining the relative priorities of aid to Israel and support for domestic Jew-
ish concerns; and, second, satisfying the desires of many contributors who wanted
a greater say in where their money was going.

How to divide up the philanthropic dollar between American and Israeli causes
was a central theme in ongoing talks between the Council of Jewish Federations,
primarily concerned with local Jewish needs, and the United Jewish Appeal,
which, through the United Israel Appeal and the American Jewish Joint Distri-
bution Committee, allocated money to Israel and other foreign Jewish commu-
nities. In recent years, as Israel came to be seen as a prosperous country no longer
under direct military threat, federations put more money into local projects and
sent less to Israel. A May 1996 proposal for outright merger had been rebuffed
both because federation leaders felt that it threatened their autonomy, and be-
cause advocates of aid for Israel feared that there were insufficient guarantees of
money to overseas causes. In July, a looser "partnership" was proposed: although
the organizations would have one common board and executive committee, staffs
and chief executives would remain separate. The joint board and executive com-
mittee would both be made up of an equal number of representatives from the
UJA and the federations, presumably insuring that domestic and overseas needs
would get equal consideration, but there were no requirements imposed on fed-
erations about how much they would allocate overseas. The plan was finalized in
June 1997, when a majority of the federations voiced their approval.
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Recognizing that the new system would provide no ironclad guarantees of
funding for Israel, the UJA and the Jewish Agency for Israel—which receives and
disburses the UJA money in Israel—made a concerted effort to convince Amer-
ican Jewry that Israel still needed its philanthropy for the absorption of immi-
grants and for Zionist educational programs, even though the country was thriv-
ing. Indeed, UJA chairman Richard Wexler virtually conceded that American
Jewish support for Israel was important less for the money itself than for the bond
it sustained between the two Jewish communities. But critics questioned whether
the Jewish Agency, a highly politicized body, was spending the money from Amer-
ica efficiently and suggested that American Jews might help Israel more effectively
by bypassing the Jewish Agency and directing their money to specific causes and
institutions in Israel. This was already being done on a large scale (a total of some
$700 million per year) by individual American Jews, and some felt that the time
had come for the UJA itself to give to worthy Israeli institutions without the Jew-
ish Agency as an intermediary. Dissatisfaction with the political and religious
policies of the Netanyahu government intensified this impulse, as some federa-
tion leaders sought to direct money to Israeli organizations that promoted the
peace process and religious pluralism.

The San Francisco federation was the first to break ranks. In March 1997 it
subtracted $1 million from its annual UJA contribution: half would be allocated
to local Jewish causes, the other half given directly to Israeli projects that pro-
moted Arab-Jewish understanding and Jewish religious pluralism. Federation
president Alan Rothenberg commented that "nowhere in the Talmud does it say
write a check to the UJA." But UJA chairman Wexler, who went to San Fran-
cisco in a vain attempt to stave off this move, charged that elderly Jews in the for-
mer Soviet Union would now go hungry because the federation had cut back on
its overseas aid. Nevertheless, the UJA itself, unable completely to ignore the new
philanthropic individualism, set up a program whereby donors could specify
where their money would go.

Donors' desires to control the allocation of their gifts were a concern in sev-
eral communities beside San Francisco, affecting both money for Israel and do-
mestic philanthropy. In New York, for example, UJA-Federation enabled donors
especially interested in Jewish culture to earmark donations for specific projects
of the National Foundation for Jewish Culture. In Louisville, one major donor
was allowed to keep Israel from getting any of his large gift, despite the federa-
tion's standard practice of giving 40 percent to the UJA. In Oakland, California,
givers were encouraged to donate, first, to the general fund, and then, to con-
tribute to a choice of special funds for social justice, education, Israel, or spiri-
tual renewal. As this trend toward customized giving spread, so did the misgiv-
ings of the fund-raising establishment. Martin Kraar, executive vice-president of
the CJF, said: "You don't ensure that the greatest needs will be met that way...
donors may not have all the information in the aggregate about where the money
is needed."
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Organizational Developments

The Conference of Presidents of Major American Jewish Organizations named
Melvin Salberg, former ADL national chairman, its new chairman. The Jewish
National Fund, buffeted by charges of mismanagement, chose Ronald Lauder as
its new president. The Israel Policy Forum and Project Nishma, both dedicated
to advancing the Middle East peace process, merged under the IPF name. The
National Yiddish Book Center, a major repository of Yiddish literature, opened
a permanent facility on the campus of Hampshire College in Amherst, Massa-
chusetts.

LAWRENCE GROSSMAN



Jewish Culture

A OWARD THE END OF 1997, the YIVO Institute for Jewish Research
sponsored a benefit dinner in New York City honoring two guests: the Forward,
celebrating its hundredth birthday as a newspaper, and Philip Roth, who was re-
ceiving a Lifetime Achievement Award for the array of his writings that began in
1959 with the short stories of Goodbye, Columbus and to which he added his 22nd
book in 1997, the novel American Pastoral. The principals on the dais at this oc-
casion illustrate just how complex the idea of "American Jewish Culture" is.

First, YIVO—founded in Vilna in 1925 but, since the Holocaust, on location
in New York City where it waits now to move into the new Center for Jewish His-
tory, joining there the American Jewish Historical Society, the Leo Baeck Insti-
tute, and the Yeshiva University Museum. The main preoccupation of YIVO now
is to assemble and study records of Jewish life in Eastern Europe, a culture which,
like the Yiddish language through which that life mainly expressed itself, was vir-
tually destroyed in the Holocaust.

Second, the Forward— the socialist daily that emerged in response to East Eu-
ropean Jewish immigration to the United States, achieving a peak circulation of
250,000 and surviving now, with none of its earlier competitors left, on the 25,000
readers of its weekly edition published in English and Russian versions, as well
as the Yiddish original.

Third, Roth, whose early writings produced a rare consensus—openly hos-
tile—within the American Jewish civic and religious establishments, but who has
gradually acquired something like respectability even among those same critics.
At least on this celebratory occasion, the onetime charges against Roth of Jew-
ish self-hatred and vulgarity were set aside—although the author himself, still
conceding little to the evening's premise that his writings were, after all, in some
important sense Jewish, limited his response to expressing gratitude to YIVO, de-
voted as it was to Yiddish, for its willingness to honor him as "an English writer
for achievement in English."

The cast of characters at the YIVO dinner makes it clear that no one defini-
tion of American Jewish culture will work easily. Indeed, one may ask why "Amer-
ican Jewish" to begin with, rather than "Jewish American"? And even more ba-
sically still: why attach any ethnic or religious labels to artistic or intellectual
work?

As important as these questions are, they cannot be answered in a brief essay
devoted to Jewish cultural expression in a single year, 1997. Suffice it to say that
this essay will take as its terrain the meeting ground of the identifiably American
and the identifiably Jewish—when the two mingle, yet continue to retain clear
marks of their sources.

150
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Jewish Studies

A key development in the Jewish cultural sphere in recent decades has been the
growth of Jewish studies programs in colleges and universities across the coun-
try. Prof. Harry Wolfson retired in 1958 as the Nathan Littauer Professor of Jew-
ish Literature and Philosophy at Harvard, and to look back at that event now calls
attention to two startling aspects: first, the chair that Wolfson occupied for more
than 30 years as a scholar of international renown was funded extramurally, out-
side the usual terms and conditions of chairs occupied by members of the Har-
vard faculty. The second point is that with Wolfson's retirement, there was at the
time only one other chair in an American university that had the term "Jewish"
attached to it—that held by Salo Baron, Professor of Jewish History, Literature,
and Institutions (since 1930) at Columbia. Apart from "parochial" institutions
like Yeshiva University, the Jewish Theological Seminary, and Hebrew Union Col-
lege, 50 years ago there were no programs in Jewish studies in the United States.
By contrast, a minimal estimate in 1997 places the number of such programs —
including departments and interdepartmental majors—at 85, with ten universi-
ties offering Ph.D.'s specifically in Jewish studies, and some 20 others, M.A. pro-
grams in the field. Approximately a hundred chairs in various areas of Jewish
studies have been endowed in colleges and universities across the country. The
Association for Jewish Studies, founded in 1969 with fewer than 40 scholars, who
were either affiliated with Jewish institutions or who taught in relative isolation
in secular ones, now has 1,400 members.

This growth has undoubtedly benefited from the recent, more general empha-
sis on programs of cultural and ethnic studies, and the future of some of these
initiatives seems less secure than others. But the communal support received by
many Jewish studies programs—itself a recent phenomenon in American Jew-
ish philanthropy—together with the participation in them of faculty with regu-
lar appointments in the standard disciplines, puts them in a relatively strong po-
sition. A noteworthy development in the same area was the completion in 1997
of a $2,000,000 challenge grant from the National Endowment for the Human-
ities to support the dissertation fellowship program in Jewish studies initiated by
the National Foundation for Jewish Culture.

It is too early to judge what impact the development of Jewish studies programs
will have on the American Jewish community. Lectures and courses sponsored
by these programs are often open to the public, and it is possible that these of-
ferings and the "Centers" of Jewish studies that have in some cases grown up
around them may become as regular a feature of the American Jewish landscape
as have religious institutions or community centers in their own different ways.

Another important development in recent years has been the proliferation of
new, smaller-scale sites of Jewish learning unaffiliated with the standard religious
or synagogue organizations or university departments. Examples of these are the
Drisha Institute in New York and Ma'yan in Boston (both of these directed to
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women), versions in cities across the country of a communal and nondenomina-
tional "Bet Midrash," and weekly learning sessions, open to all comers, which
under the sponsorship of Jewish student organizations have drawn increasingly
large attendance at some of the major urban universities (Columbia, Pennsylva-
nia, Yale). To be sure, the ostensible purpose of most such programs is to develop
and transmit Jewish, not "American Jewish" learning. But both their settings and
the methods and interests represented in these programs place them firmly within
the current American intellectual context.

Holocaust

Predictably, the emphases of academic Jewish studies programs have mirrored
those of the Jewish community at large. The focus on the Holocaust is an exam-
ple of this, with that event almost as central in the Jewish studies curriculum as
it has become in the communal institutions of American Jewish life. A Ph.D. pro-
gram specifically in Holocaust studies, for example, has been initiated at Clark
University. One of the most publicized academic controversies of 1997 concerned
the proposed appointment to an endowed chair at Harvard of a Holocaust his-
torian. Disagreement within the university about the person to be appointed and
about the terms set for the chair resulted in a stalemate and then the deferral of
the appointment.

Probably the best-selling American Jewish book of the year (although pub-
lished in 1996) was Daniel Jonah Goldhagen's Hitler's Willing Executioners, which
continued to draw attention and controversy to its sweeping allegation that Ger-
man, rather than only Nazi, "eliminationist antisemitism" provided both a nec-
essary and a sufficient explanation of the occurrence of the "Final Solution." In-
cluding translations abroad, that book's sales have exceeded 500,000 copies, a
remarkable number for any scholarly work, especially one that had been sharply
criticized by scholars in the field. It seems impossible to understand this popu-
lar response-accompanied by lectures and symposia in synagogues, community
centers, colleges—without recognizing in it an impulse of collective memory in
the American Jewish community that contrasts with the sense of mourning, even
of victimization, that has been the dominant motif among the still-growing num-
ber of Holocaust memorials or monuments in the country. (Depending on how
one counts, these memorials—which range from a single tablet in a cemetery com-
memorating a destroyed population in an Eastern European Jewish town to
rooms set aside in community centers to specially commissioned sculptures in or
outside communal buildings to the large United States Holocaust Memorial Mu-
seum in Washington—would number in the hundreds at one end of the spectrum
and, even for "major" ones, more than 30.) In contrast to these motifs, Goldha-
gen's book can be seen as a monument to anger, even revenge—themes other-
wise muted in most American Jewish writings and reflection on the Holocaust.

The year 1997 also saw, after a nearly 20-year history of starts and stops, the
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opening of the Museum of Jewish Heritage-A Living Memorial to the Holocaust
in New York City, still with a notable emphasis on the Holocaust, although not
as exclusively as had been envisioned in the earlier plans for it when New York
City was still contending with Washington, D.C., over which of the two cities
should become the site of the "national" Holocaust memorial.

Among the annual National Jewish Book Awards, a separate award is reserved
for work on the Holocaust. The 1997 prize in this category went to Saul Fried-
lander for the first volume of his Nazi Germany and the Jews. (The more general
award for nonfiction was given to Ruth Gay, for Unfinished People: Eastern Eu-
ropean Jews Encounter America.) In their race against time, the two principal col-
lections of survivor testimonies—the Yale University Fortunoff Video Archives
and the Shoah Visual History Project, initiated and funded in part by Steven
Spielberg—continued the process of taping those testimonies. The number of
Holocaust "centers," which typically include a library and the sponsorship of
lectures—some attached to educational institutions, some free-standing in
cities—continued to increase. At the end of 1997, there were approximately 35 of
these, the most recent addition the Hatikvah Center in Springfield, Massachusetts.

By the end of 1997, attendance at the United States Holocaust Memorial Mu-
seum, since its opening in spring 1993, totaled nine and a half million visitors.
The estimate by the museum administration that more than half of these visitors
have been non-Jewish is noteworthy in its bearing on the question of the impact
and reception of Jewish themes in the broader American society. The museum is
a national institution, a large part of its annual budget provided by the U.S. gov-
ernment. But it would be difficult for any visitor to miss the connections to Jews,
to Jewish history, and to the American Jewish community, which have, by impli-
cation, become part of the broader contours of American society.

New Focuses of Interest

At the same time, however, the continuing public and scholarly attention to the
Holocaust in the United States has evoked, even among those responsible for it,
a reaction, a sense of an imbalance that emphasis on the Holocaust contributes
to American Jewish identity, in its reinforcement of what the historians Cecil Roth
and Salo Baron objected to more generally as the "lachrymose" conception of
Jewish history. This criticism has undoubtedly indirectly influenced the emergence
of competing interests in other topics—for example, aspects of spirituality (some-
times related to "New Age" thought outside the American Jewish scene) and the
increased attention to other historical and topical issues in the Jewish past. The
discernible move beyond a focus on Zionism and Israel, the Holocaust, and So-
viet Jewry can be understood not so much as a rejection as a shift intended to
bring the focus closer to home, a turning inward, principally to those problems
and concerns that have appeared under the heading of Jewish "continuity" in
America and to the shaping of positive Jewish identity.
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Related to this was a spurt of interest in Bible study, with 1997 emerging as the
"Year of Genesis." A widely viewed series of discussions on the biblical book of
Genesis, produced and moderated by Bill Moyers—inspired by Burton L. Vi-
sotzky's The Genesis of Ethics—was carried on PBS television and then published
as a volume; several much-noted translations of Genesis and commentaries also
appeared during the year (for example, by Robert Alter and by Stephen Mitchell);
other broader reflections or interpretations were also published, among them Gen-
esis: As It Is Written, edited by David Rosenberg, in which a number of writers
not otherwise known for their interest in traditional Jewish texts consider spe-
cific incidents and themes of Genesis, and Karen Armstrong's In the Beginning:
A New Interpretation of Genesis. Although there is no reason to think that this
focus on the "first" biblical text will go on to the books of Leviticus or Deuteron-
omy, even the one appearance suggests that something significant is taking place
here. The search for a combination of historical roots and current meaning could
find few more evocative sources than Genesis; that "beginning," furthermore, re-
mains a text for which the disputed "Judeo-Christian" conjunction, so commonly
overworked in characterizing Western religion and culture, seems less problem-
atic than for others.

Still another trend on the cultural front has been the renewal of interest in Yid-
dish, epitomized in the opening in 1997 of the new building of the National Yid-
dish Book Center on the Hampshire College campus in Amherst, Massachusetts.
Since its founding in 1980, the center has collected more than 1.3 million Yiddish
volumes, almost entirely from American contributors; it has arranged for the du-
plicate copies and sets of these to be sold or contributed to institutions and pri-
vate purchasers. The center now has plans to "digitalize" more than half the es-
timated 40,000 titles ever published in Yiddish; this will have the effect of enabling
the republication of those volumes on demand.

At the same time, the center, together with YIVO and now also a number of
universities, has found sufficient interest to support courses of study in Yiddish.
Thirty colleges or universities now have regular sequences of such courses, with
the number of institutions offering only individual courses more than double that.
The likely extent of the Yiddish revival is limited; even its most optimistic devo-
tees do not foresee a future for Yiddish as again a language of general usage or
a source of new literary achievement.

The continuing use of Yiddish as the vernacular language among certain Has-
sidic groups (e.g., the Satmar, Bobover, Sqverer) is the one "natural" context in
which Yiddish now survives. But even the apparent growth of these groups does
not suggest any substantial effect on the future status of Yiddish as a living lan-
guage. New textbooks and children's books have been written and published for
this constituency (together with several weekly papers including Der Yid and Die
Tseitung), but scholarly writing and significant records are generally written in
Hebrew, and it is unlikely that the Yiddish taught and used in these groups will
go much beyond the restricted, strictly functional role it now has.
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Literature

American Jewish culture found significant literary expression in 1997. Philip
Roth's American Pastoral— less intense than much of his previous work but no
less evocative of the American (that is, Newark) Jewish initiation into American
rites like baseball and summer trips to the seashore—has already been mentioned.
1997 also saw the publication, 11 years after his death, of an edition of The Com-
plete Stories by Bernard Malamud, who, like Roth, had objected to being char-
acterized as a Jewish writer (an objection which has somehow to be reconciled
with the Yiddish epitaph—"der ba'al ma'assios" [the "teller of tales"] — on his
Mt. Auburn cemetery gravestone in Cambridge). The Nobel Prize winner Saul
Bellow published a novella in 1997, The Actual, that was awarded the National
Jewish Book Award in fiction. Here, as in much of his earlier work, Bellow con-
sistently balances his characters on the line between this- and other-worldliness
without allowing his text ever to acknowledge openly the Jewish idiom animat-
ing that balance.

Neither Norman Mailer's still more ambiguous identification nor his reputa-
tion as a writer was made clearer by his publication during the year of The Gospel
According to the Son. It may be that here, as in his earlier Egyptian novel, An-
cient Evenings, Mailer comes as close to representing Jewish themes as he is will-
ing or able to by evoking a near but quite distinct "other"—in this book, the orig-
inal "Jewish-Christians" and most prominently, the first among them; it seems
clear that he was closer to home, more at home, in "The March on the Pentagon"
or in An American Dream.

Cynthia Ozick's long-awaited sequence of stories, The Puttermesser Papers, ap-
peared to considerable critical acclaim. Leslie Epstein, recalled for his earlier and
almost picaresque Holocaust novel The King of the Jews, published Pandemonium,
another almost picaresque Holocaust novel, now set partly in Hollywood. Isaac
Bashevis Singer's Shadows on the Hudson (translated from the Yiddish of its se-
rial publication in the Forward in 1957) appeared on the cusp between 1997 and
1998 to mixed reviews. The principal character in this novel, Herz Grein, had lost
his family in Poland in the Holocaust and then made his way in the United States
as a Hebrew school teacher, but the novel's narrator insists that "Americanness
had entered his bones." If there is a question about the Jewishness of some of the
writers noted above, one might question the Americanness of Singer—another
nuance in the complexity of American Jewish culture.

There can be little doubt that the award to Singer of the Nobel Prize in 1978
was a testimonial to him not only as a writer, but as a writer of Yiddish—the
first and quite certainly the only Yiddish laureate. It seems clear, in any event,
that for all the other writers mentioned above, their setting out from a Jewish
"base" in their contemporary United States not only affects the themes and idiom
of their work, but shows itself still more emphatically in the remarkable imagi-
native energy they give to (or get from) refracting the texture of a second culture.
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Whether or not it is generally true, as the influential American Jewish literary
critic, Harold Bloom, has claimed, that writers gain their strength by reacting
against their predecessors, there can be little doubt of the impetus—the nerve-
that the situation of being a "Jew in America" gave to writers like Roth and Bel-
low.

Their point of origin and much that follows it differ notably for a younger gen-
eration of American Jewish writers who published books in 1997 or whose work,
which appeared a year or two earlier, still occasioned discussion. Among the lat-
ter are Allegra Goodman (The Family Markowitz, 1996), Rebecca Goldstein
(Mazel, 1995), Tova Reich (The Jewish War, 1995), and Thane Rosenbaum (Eli-
jah Visible, 1996). In 1997, David Mamet, better known as a playwright, published
an historical novel, Old Religion, based on the Leo Frank case in Georgia;
Jonathan Rosen, literary editor of the Forward, published Eve's Apple; and
Francine Prose's children's book The Angel's Mistake appeared.

A substantial section of the November/December issue of Tikkun magazine
was devoted to what it called "The Jewish Literary Revival," with the authors just
mentioned prominent among those cited. Earlier in the year (Spring 1997), a spe-
cial issue of the literary quarterly Prairie Schooner dealt with the theme "Jewish
American Writers," including a still more diverse group of poets and fiction writ-
ers. Comparisons are always invidious, and predictions often end by defeating
themselves, but even if one sets aside the differences in literary force between the
"founding" generation of American Jewish writers and these younger authors,
the shift in the range and selection of literary themes is noteworthy, as though
the older writers, more alien in their surroundings, found larger (and broader)
imaginative possibilities than their successors, who are much more "at home." The
new force of the question of Jewish identity thus expresses itself in literary stresses
as well.

Publication of the volume edited by Steven Rubin, Telling and Learning: A Cen-
tury of American Jewish Poetry, demonstrates through the work included there
of poets like Allen Ginsberg, Louise Gluck, Anthony Hecht, Stanley Kunitz,
Denise Levertov, Philip Levine, Robert Pinsky (who in 1997 was named national
Poet-Laureate), and Adrienne Rich how strong, if varied, a voice American
Jewish poets have had. In the event, 1997 marked the deaths of Ginsberg and
Levertov—the former especially recalling the historical turn in American poetry
propelled by the "Beats." It is no small part of this that he would be remembered
as much for his poem "Kaddish" as for his "Howl."

An increasingly important literary presence in American Jewish culture, how-
ever much it stretches the concept, is the appearance of books by Israeli authors
in English translation. 1997 saw the publication, among others, of novels by
Amos Oz (Panther in the Basement), A.B. Yehoshua (the paperback edition of
Open Heart), and the mystery writer Batya Gur (Forbidden Fruit), together with
a volume by the poet Yehuda Amichai (The Common and Great Tranquility). In
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addition, Israeli writers have assumed a prominent role as lecturers during Amer-
ican Jewish Book Week, held annually in November, usually at local Jewish com-
munity centers, where Jewish books are exhibited. An informal poll of the Jew-
ish book exhibits in 1997 indicates that the best-selling books are not novels or
works of history, but rather cookbooks and children's books, followed by inspi-
rational works and memoirs. A memoir published in 1996 that continued to at-
tract attention was James McBride's The Color of Water: A Black Man's Tribute
to His White Mother. McBride's white mother, the daughter of an Orthodox
rabbi who came to the United States from Poland, married an Afro-American
minister and responded to the problem of interracial identity facing her children
by depicting God as the "color of water." An American Jewish audience might
understandably be drawn to this relatively uncommon but vivid example of "as-
similation" as a new projection of their own sense of marginality.

Theater

As has traditionally been the case, theatrical productions during the year were
centered in New York City. The most widely publicized of these was the new pro-
duction of The Diary of Anne Frank, with a script adapted by Wendy Kesselman
from the earlier one by Goodrich and Hackett. Kesselman attempted in her ver-
sion to take account of objections to the earlier version, including what some crit-
ics saw as the unduly universalist and even redemptive features of the Diary it-
self. Tony Kushner's version of The Dybbuk was also produced in New York, while
A Travelling Jewish Theatre of San Francisco adapted a two-character version
of the original Ansky play. Also on the New York stage were Cynthia Ozick's ver-
sion of her own novella The Shawl, Wendy Wasserstein's An American Daughter,
David Mamet's The Old Neighborhood, Alfred Uhry's Last Night of Ballyhoo,
which won the 1997 Tony Award, and Neil Simon's Proposals—the last two
evoking an earlier and often nostalgic Jewish America. Two repertory Jewish
theaters—the Jewish Repertory Theater and the American Jewish Theater—
continued to bring productions to the stage in New York City, as did the Yiddish-
language Folksbiene Theater.

Museums

The Jewish museum world, as recorded in the lists of the Council of Ameri-
can Jewish Museums, includes 52 institutions dispersed across the country—in
Tulsa as well as in Los Angeles, in Jackson, Mississippi, as well as in Chicago.
These are primarily art and historical museums (and apart from the primarily
Holocaust museums and centers referred to above). In addition to their perma-
nent exhibits, these museums also display temporary or traveling exhibits. Per-
haps the most provocative of the latter in 1997—first mounted in 1996 at the Jew-
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ish Museum in New York City but then traveling in 1997 to Baltimore, Philadel-
phia, San Francisco, and Los Angeles—was the exhibition "Too Jewish: Chal-
lenging Traditional Identities." The "traditional identities" challenged by the
work displayed in this exhibition (and further analyzed in essays published in the
accompanying catalogue by authors including Sander Gilman, Linda Nochlin,
and Margaret Olin) were Jewish stereotypes of features like "Jewish Noses" by
Dennis Kardon; Jewish names, as in "Albert. Used to be Abraham" by Ken
Aptekar; and "What Kinda Name Is That?" by Beverly Naidus; and the "Com-
plex Princess," by Nurit Newman. This exhibition attempted to show how
certain aspects of American Jewish cultural identity opened themselves to
exaggeration-sometimes fruitfully, sometimes as self-caricature. Although some
aspects of American Jewish culture presented in the exhibition seemed superfi-
cial or vulgar, clearly they had a social basis that any analysis of cultural iden-
tity would have to take into account.

Some of the same criticism directed at the "Too Jewish" exhibition was raised
against the "Desert Cliche" exhibition that came to the Grey Gallery at New York
University after having been shown earlier in Israel and in Miami. In this
show, a group of Israeli artists held up to view as "cliches" certain central icons
of Israeli life—images of the "Holy Land," the conventions of military heroism,
the creation of the "Sabra," the former ambassador and foreign minister Abba
Eban. In artistic terms, both this and the "Too Jewish" exhibition came closer
to the satiric glosses of pop art than to more current trends in painting and
constructivist art. But perhaps this lag—which was certainly not the case for ab-
stract expressionism, in which American Jewish artists and critics were early and
prominent—has to do precisely with the reinstatement of a social "subject," and
a touchy one at that.

TV and Film

The most popular art media, television and film, are more difficult than other
forms to place under the heading of American Jewish culture both because of the
mass and diverse audiences they are designed to attract and because of the cor-
porate process of their creation. According to the standard television ratings,
"Seinfeld" was the most widely viewed regular program during 1997. Although
this series could hardly be imagined except in relation to an American Jewish
idiom or style, because none of the characters are identified explicitly as Jewish,
and the program so thoroughly mingles (even confuses) ethnic elements, inclu-
sion under the American Jewish rubric, even broadly defined, hardly fits.

Something similar might be said about Woody Allen's 1997 film Deconstruct-
ing Harry. A scene in which Harry's former wife sings the blessing over the Sab-
bath candles stands in splendid isolation in the film. In this area of popular cul-
ture, the choice seems to be between Seinfeld's "melting pot" style and Allen's
multiple (and unmelted) selves-his own version of cultural pluralism.
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Issues of Jewish identity appear in a more straightforward form in the annual
Jewish Film Festivals, which have grown from a single festival in San Francisco
less than a decade ago to more than 30 in 1997, taking place in almost all the
major American cities and a number of smaller communities as well. The films
typically shown over the course of a week or longer range from Yiddish films
made in prewar Europe, to by-now classic Israeli films, to representations of Jew-
ish life in exotic locales (to Americans, at least), like Mendel, set in Norway, or
Like a Bride, set in Mexico. In film more than any other art medium—no doubt
because of the importance of its visual effects—the focus on a Jewish subject
seems to be a sufficient condition for identification as a "Jewish" film. An in-
creasing number of such films—in particular, documentaries like A Life Apart:
Hasidism in America, Blacks and Jews, and Treyf—have been directed to general
as well as to Jewish audiences. Specific support for such productions has been pro-
vided since 1996 by a fund for Jewish Documentary Filmmaking, under the aus-
pices of the National Foundation for Jewish Culture.

Periodicals

The number of periodicals addressed to an American Jewish audience, rang-
ing from journals with specialized scholarly interests, to those more broadly rep-
resenting belles lettres, to others that elaborate on current events or popular
themes of community and social life, has also risen sharply. This development,
too, suggests a growing confidence on the part of both writers and readers in their
claims on the cultural context in which these publications appear. Examples of
scholarly journals include Jewish Social Studies, Proof texts, the AJS Review, Is-
rael Studies, Shofar, Jewish History, and Modern Judaism. In the second group
are Judaism, Response, Kerem, Lilith, and New Menorah, while the third group
takes in Commentary, Tikkun, Midstream, Jewish Monthly, Jewish Frontier, Con-
gress Monthly, and the Hadassah Magazine.

Without knowing exactly where to place them among these headings, the role
should be mentioned of certain general-interest periodicals that devote dispro-
portionate space to Jewish issues. The weekly New Republic is currently the most
notable example of this (evidenced, for example, by its special double issue dur-
ing 1997 on "Zionism at 100"); the focus is less emphatic but still apparent in the
biweekly New York Review of Books.

So far as concerns the popular press, approximately 75 "Anglo-Jewish" news-
papers are published, carrying mainly local news of Jewish community interest,
in readership areas as small as New London, Connecticut, and as large as New
York City or Los Angeles; these have a total circulation that one estimate puts
as high as 2.3 million. Even allowing for a considerable margin of error in this
figure, the presence indicated is significant. An analysis of this press would pro-
vide additional points of entry for understanding the popular culture of the
American Jewish community.
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Other Areas of Interest

The distinct Jewish feminist movement that has emerged in the last two decades
has produced strong echoes in the cultural and intellectual spheres. Perhaps the
most notable single event of 1997 in this sphere was the "Conference on Femi-
nism and Orthodoxy" in New York in February, which drew an overflow crowd
to the New York Marriott; the emphasis of that conference was on the issue of
extending Orthodox women's participation in religious practice, but other issues
raised by Jewish feminist groups have moved beyond that question to matters of
leadership, of religious and scholarly teaching, and to the reexamination of the
status of women in Jewish history.

The founding at Brandeis University of the International Research Institute
on Jewish Women—and the two major conferences it sponsored in its first year—
reflect the interest in reexamining the role of women in Jewish history. The
Women's Caucus of the Association for Jewish Studies has also had an impact in
this area. An important scholarly work written from a feminist perspective is the
1,500-page Jewish Women in America: An Historical Encyclopedia, edited by
Paula Hyman and Deborah Dash Moore. Other recent works in this domain in-
clude Talking Back: Images of Jewish Women in American Popular Culture, edited
by Joyce Antler; Laura Levitt's Finding Our Way Home: Jews and Feminism, the
Ambivalent Search for Home; and Making a Scene: The Contemporary Drama of
Jewish-American Women, edited by Sarah Blacher Cohen. Rereading the Rabbis:
A Woman's Voice, by Judith Hauptman, professor of Talmud at the Jewish The-
ological Seminary, attempts to demonstrate the presence—sometimes explicit,
more often tacit—of women in the classical religious texts.

The blending of political and religious responses to specific practical questions,
which then ensue in cultural "practice," has also affected American Jewish cul-
ture. A number of environmental groups, for example, have sprung up that relate
the environmental concerns of their members and audience to principles drawn
from Jewish texts—the Teva Learning Center, Yetziah-Jewish Wilderness Jour-
ney, and the Coalition on the Environment and Jewish Life. Similarly, advances
in medicine and the complex issues they raise find Jewish professionals attempt-
ing to bring the Jewish tradition to bear on broad societal problems. In 1997 the
Eighth International Conference on Medical Ethics met in San Francisco, cospon-
sored by the Stanford University Medical School, and drew Jewish scholars, es-
pecially from the Orthodox community, as participants. While science might seem
an unlikely arena for an American-Jewish conjunction, these developments sug-
gest that still other unforeseen expansions of that phenomenon may yet be in the
offing. The National Foundation for Jewish Culture, based in New York City, has
become an increasingly important presence both in charting the course of such
expressions and, through its collaboration with local community organizations,
in fostering new ones.
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Future Directions

It seems clear that the central problem recurring among the different levels and
varieties of American Jewish cultural activity closely approximates the central
issue facing the American Jewish community as such—how to sustain and elab-
orate Jewish identity in a context where multiculturalism has become the norm
and where, as a consequence of this and other changes, Jewish identity itself be-
comes increasingly more problematic, internally as well as externally, as a social
marker. While both Israel and the Holocaust will no doubt remain preoccupa-
tions of the American Jewish community, they increasingly appear insufficient
as bases for either individual or group identity. As the distance increases from
these two motifs in the American Jewish consciousness, it then becomes more ur-
gent to identify other sources with the capacity to shape a full cultural or social
identity that at once acknowledges the American context (diffuse and complex
as this is), yet also fixes even the approximate lines of a distinctively Jewish space
within it. The movement toward conservatism and stringency—in political ter-
minology, to the right; more harshly, to fundamentalism—in many religious
groups within the Jewish community (there are countercurrents as well, but the
balance seems clear) can undoubtedly be understood as one response to this
problem. This response emphasizes barriers and lines of demarcation, thus in-
creasing the distance between the groups (Jewish as well as non-Jewish) that to-
gether constitute the American community. Such efforts are difficult to sustain
and, if they were to succeed, would also exact a considerable price. But the al-
ternative to it—a revived version of the "melting pot" ideal—faces difficulties
no less severe, with its price the gradual assimilation and then disappearance of
anything but vestiges of American Jewish culture as such. The sharp line between
these two alternatives accounts for the uncertainty and ambivalence evident in
so many of the expressions and representations of current American Jewish cul-
ture.

But the latter is itself a familiar pattern in Jewish history, as Jewish communi-
ties have rarely shown themselves of one mind about even the most pressing cul-
tural or social concerns. Differences, ambivalence, and even unclarity can at times
also provide a means to "be fruitful and multiply"—and if this prospect offers
a challenge rather than assurance, that combination too has been a familiar pres-
ence in Jewish history.
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